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The N•wa has won awards for
excellence every year It has been
subrnotted In Judging contests.
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HOME WOOD
kANKAKEE

Sport Banquet
To Be Held
On March 29

for keeping the son out of his eyes.

Joe Sanders is purchasing agent out at
Ferry-Morse Seed Company, and Richard
Cardwell is assistant office manager; their
respective office windows afford them a good
view of the new Fulton high school building
site across the road.
Such a good view, in fact that they have
been constant observers of the week-by-week
programs of construction, ever since the
first grading work began last year. They
have been joined, at times, by others around
the office, all wondering why "they were
doing this-and-that over there."
So Joe, being the enterprising kind of a
guy that he is, made himself a miniature
architect's plan of the layout as it would be
seen from his office, and both are now in a
position to discuss "intelligently" all phases
of contruction as it happens. Even before it
happens.
Moved by their close attention and concern, Manager Bob Morgan recently presented each with a construction worker's hard
hat, appropriately inscribed "project superintendent" and urged them to wear the hat
when they were discussing construction of
the school from their office windows. Along
with the hats he penned the following:
ABOUT HARD HEADS AND HARD HATS
Fulton citizens are eh edreol
O'er dreams of completing the new High School.
Careful inspections each day are made,
As columns rise and bricks are laid.
All are impatient and some Cr. agreed,
That, given the task, they could make more speed.
Two would-be hard hats that everyone knows.
Are especially endowed with false egos.
All they really can do is push around papers,
But think that as builders, they can cut high capers.
insane criticisms they constantly bloat,
From comfortable offices across the street.
The architect's dumb; the workers are lazy;
The plans are awry; the contractors crazy.
Official capacity, they have absolutely none,
But they could interfere with getting the job ifone.
Restraint must be. placed on these two jerks,
Or sure as shootin', they'll screw up the works.
So, to Cardwell and Sanders, this notice is official,
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Deadline Near:tun Ambulance
Service; Nothing Yet Decided
Fulton, facing the problem of having no ambulance service after next Wednesday, April 1st,
has been given a little additional time to set up
private service. Perhaps 15 days; perhaps 30
days.

FULTON

MEMPHIS

Miss Tennessee To
Attend Beauty Revue

Trade School Here
Becoming A Reality

Railpax Includes Fulton Stop
On Chicago-New Orleans Route

Wendell Ford Plans
Visit On April 5

Your services are not, in the least, beneficial.
Play-act If you must and talk architects jive,
But stay on the east side of Stephen Beale Drive.
Wear these bets, they may help you pretend,
But leave the real work to better men.

nos* Cards And Letters
A funny thing happened to the local
representatives when they attended a meeting of the State BOard of Education on Wednesday to seek a vocational training school
'here.
In a recent article in the Hickman Courier the newspaper urged all of its readers to
write school board members and other officials to consider the proposal of the Fulton
County School Board.
Hecht Lackey of Henderson, a former
member of the board was on hand for the
meeting and heard talks from the local
group.
Whereupon Mr. Lackey told Harold
Garrison of Hickman: "For heaven's sake
(tontinued On Page Six)
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23 that the county provide ambulance service by subsidizing
a private contractor. According
to Donald MacLaren, Hickman
CHiMPAIGN
City Manager, the consensus of
the task force is that the county
should begin to explore ways of
MATTOON
financing such a subsidy.
The News talked to Jimmy Needham WedMeeting at the courthouse
EFFINGHAM
task force
A graduate of Memphis State nesday afternoon and Mr. Needham
in Hickman, the
that
stated
masters
University with a
two guest speakers:
heard
the
Hornbeak
Funeral
Home
will
continue
to
degree, Hudson played four
Truett Jones, a funeral direcENTRALIA
years of varsity football. He provide ambulance service until private ambul- tor from Martin, Tennessee,
DU QUOIN
went on to play seven years of ance service
Chism, a private ambegins in Obion County. Needham and Leon contractor
pro football, one year with the
from Blybulance
CARBONDALE
San Diego Chargers and six stated that he would discontinue his service on theville, Arkansas.
winning
with the Buffalo Bills,
Judge James C,
County
the date that private ambulance service in Obion
CAIRO
and
,championships in 1964
Menees said each man spoke
County begins, and estimated the date as either for
1965.
minutes, lecturing
90
over
May 15 or June 1st.
and answering questions from
Hudson was recently , made
According to Needham,a con- contractor has been signed to the floor. Jones discussed an
assistant principal and head
study that he had
football coach of Henry County tract has been Signed by Obion serve Fulton County by the time accounting
County with the Leon Chism that Obion County begins pri- prepared concerning ambulance
High School.
costs of the
including
ambulance service, which will vate service, Fulton County costs,
vehicle and its equipment, as
I. A large crowd is anticipated be located in Union City and will will have no service.
The Fulton County Ambulance well as expenses for labor. He
to enjoy a dinner of country serve all of °Mon County inTask Force heard recommen- also compared the cost of
ham, chicken etc., to be served cluding South Fulton.
ambulance
In the event that no private dations Tuesday night, March county-operated
In the Carr gym at 7:00 p.m.
services, and county-subsiTickets are available at $2.50
BATESVILLE
dized service, and stated that
per person and may be purchasthe subsidy system is more
ed from any athletic member,
GRENADA
high
feasible.
cheerleader or at the
WINONA
the amChism described
school.
he
bulance services which
DURANT
operates not only in Blytheville, but in several Missouri
counties. He concurred with
CANTON
Jones' statement that the subJACKSON
sidy system is more feasible.
Chism said he will make a
A vocational training school for Fulton and
Jaycettes Hickman counties came nearer to reality on Wed- study of the cost to Fulton
The Union City
subsidizing ambulBROOKHAVEN
are sponsoring the Miss Union nesday when Superintendent of Public Instruc- County of
that
ance service. He said
City Beauty Revue on Saturfrom
a study is made,
delegation
until
such
advised
a
Butler
MC COMB
day, April 3 at 7:30 p.m. at the tion Wendell
state an exact
Union City High School gym. Hickman that the applicatign from the Fulton he could not
figure of what the cost might
1
j
top
one
of
seven
Education
is
Board
of
the
County
HAMMOND
be.
Miss Carol Ferrante,
1LS
'
S
After Jones and Chism finreigning Miss Tennessee, will priorities for consideration by the Kentucky
ished speaking, members of
be the Jaycettes' guest at the State Board of Education.
the task force discussed their
beauty revue, where she will
recommendations. According to
perform a talent routine. Miss
Wednesday
in
Frankfort
on
At
the
meeting
NEWSma b PW
mistress
MacLaren, the group felt that
V'errante will also be
of
Education
show
Superintendent
fashion
Fulton
County
with
a
ceremonies
at
the security of a paid, fulltime
of
THE 21 RAILPAX STOPS as announced
is preat 1 p.m. Saturday at the Poplar Harold Garrison, Board Member Earl Taylor and ambulance service
to depending on a volMeadows Country Club.
in news dispatches this week.
the board's attorney J. C. Bondurant were, State ferable
unteer service.
Senator Carroll Hubbard and State RepresentaAfter the two men finished
a recommendation
tive Ralph Graves. Each of the local representa- speaking,
was made from the floor that
tives addressed the State Board pointing out the the task force be reduced from
dire need for vocational educational facilities in .15 member • tn sine. Judge
Menees will choose two memthe Fulton-Hickman Counties area.
bers from the county at large,
Senator Hubbard pointed out
MacLaren two from HI ':man,
that of 15 western Kentucky file with the Superintendent of and Fulton Mayor Nelson Tripp
After departing Memphis, the counties only two vocational Public Instruction for at least two from Fulton. The three
Fulton Kentucky has been named a Railpax train will stop In Batesville, training schools are in opera- three years or more.
be memofficials will also
stop on the Chicago-New Orleans route, the News Grenada, Winona, Durant, Can- tion, and both of them are in The State Board advised the bers of the new task force.
According to Mac Laren, the
learned Tuesday morning from an Associated ton, Jackson, Brookhaven and Paducah.
local group that a called meetMcComb, all in Mississippi, and
With an unemployment rate ing of the board will be held on meeting Tuesday night provided
Press source, and the fact was confirmed Wed- Hammond,
La., before reaching of 11.2 per cent in Fulton Coun- April 27 to consider the seven the task force with more innesday in long-distance conversation with Wash- New Orleans.
ty Senator Hubbard reported priorities. Local civic, business formation than it had previousThe Nashville train, after that the board took into con- official leaders, and individuals ly received concerning costs
ington.
leaving Chicago, will stop in In- sideration this &Stressing sta- and onganizatiois are asked to and procedures for establishFulton thus joins Louisville and Bowling dianapolis and Louisville and tistic, while at the same time write the State Board of Edu- ing ambulance service. He said
new task force will conGreen as the only three apparent Railpax stops Bowling Green, Ky., before advising the local delegation cation at once lending support the
reaching Nashville.
that more mail had been re- to the proposal. No location for centrate on finding means of
in Kentucky. Louisville and Bowling Green will After leaving Nashville, the ceived from Fulton County in
financing such service.
the vocational training facility
be on the Chicago-Florida line. In Tennessee, train will stop in Decatur, Bir- support of the vocational train- has been designated if the ap- Judge Menees said he expects the new task force to
only Memphis and Nashville will be stops on the mingham, Montgomery, and ing facilities than other pro- plication of the Fulton County be
chosen by the end of the
Dothan, all in Alabama, In posals being made.
School Board is approved.
new system; the former on the Chicago-New Or- 'Thomasville
week.
He added that it v/1.11
and Valdosta, Ga.,
Mr. Butler revealed that a
Marshall, Graves and 'Fulton continue to meet until a soleans route and the latter on the Florida route.
and in Jacksonville, Fla. The total of $3,000.000.00 remains
Boards were in- lution to the ambulance protrain then will split at Auburn- uncommitted for this fiscal year County School
When the system goes into
blem is reached.
cluded among the priorities.
The Memphis train, after
c.Peration, Fulton will be served leaving Chicago, will mike dale, Fla., to serve both Miami that can be used for the conand Tampa.
struction of training scholol faby two trains daily, one movMS
KenHomewood,
Officials, in announting the cilities.
north to Chicago and the other stops in
-Urbana, Mat- routes Monday, said the trains
Mr. Garrison has given full
South to Memphis and New Or- kakee, Champaign
IX
Centralia,
non, Effingham,
will begin operating May I.
leans, La.
support to the vocational trainCarbondale
and
Cairo,
all
Nashville will be a stop tor Quoin,
The best 1,500 of 3,000 exist- ing school for the past several
two trains daily, each way be- In Illinois, and Fulton, Ky., tap- ing railroad passenger cars years. An application for state
tween Chicago and Miami, tn. ioca reaching Memphis.
and federal aid has been on
(continned on page 6)
Hill Hudson, with the Athletic Department of the Henry
,county High School at Paris,
Tennessee will be guest speakHigh
ier at the Fulton City
!School's fourth annual All
Monheld
Sports Banquet, to be
:day night, March 29.

SiDSWALK SUPBRIN12t4DIENTS1 Jett Sanders flefti and
Richard Cardwell discuss their favorite construction project
going up across the street from the Ferry Morse plant in West
Fulton. Joe is wearing his "honorary" hard hat, but it's strictly
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Jewel's Home Sparkles With Trophies
ago, Jewel
Eight
years
Myatt would have been the last
person to envision herself as
a prize-winning rider of Tennessee Walking Horses--or any
horses.
"I was deathly afraid of
horses," she laughed. "If anyone put me on top of a horse
to take a picture, I used to cry
till they took me off."
But that was eight years ago,
and Mrs. Myatt has come along
This Past
way since then.
January, at a dinner meeting
In Jackson, Tennessee, shewas
named Reserve Champion Rider
of the Mid-South Association.
The title, based on points that
she earned by competing in
shows throughout the Association, is an honor that Mrs.
Myatt calls one of her greatest thrills.
In all, Jewell Myatt and .her
Tennessee Walkers competed
in 28 shows from April to September 1970. She brought home
eight first-place ribbons, six
reserves, seven thirds, and
three fourths. Every
award
counted for points which, at the
end of the show season, added
up to her over-all reserve
championship.
The credit for starting Jewel
Myatt on her fascination with
Tennessee Walkers Wangs to
her husband, Richard Myatt,
Fulton Chief of Police and executive director of the housing project.
Thinking that
barges might be a nice hobby
for them both, Myatt bought
a pleasure horse and a Tennessee Walker and boarded
them with trainer Jimmy Mc-

Connell in Rives, Tennessee.
But Mrs. Myatt refused to
ride them. While her husband
or McConnell rode, "I was
always waiting in the trainer's
office and peeping out
the
window," she recalled.
McConnell began to show
the Myatts' Tennessee Walker, Go Boy's Skyliner. Mrs.
Myatt finally caught the horse
"bug" at those shows, "when
I saw the excitement and wanted
to be part of it. I told Jimmy,
'If you'll train, I'd like to
learn how to ride."
Learning horsemanship didn't come easily. "The first
time I was going out to ride,
I took a tranquilizer," she said.
"Then I turned the car around
and started back twice before
I got up the nerve to go out
to the farm.
"After I rode, I told Jimmy,
'There's something wrong with
this horse. He's shaking.' He
said, That's not the horse shaking, it's you!'"
Skyliner
The Myatts sold
and bought another Tennessee
Walker, Sun Dust Dusty. Mrs.
Myatt made her show debut
on Dusty in the 1965 Strawberry Festival in Humboldt,
Tennessee.
Now a poised, veteran competitor,
Mrs. Myatt says,
"Once I'm in the show ring I
forget everything else." BUt JOE/ft MYATT'S TROPHY CASE displays semis of the 45
as a beginner, she was sometrophies that she has won for her horsemanship over the past
times so nervous that until it
was time for Dusty to enter the five years. She is holding the reserve grand champion ribbon
ring in his event,"Jimmy made (s* story), and the horseshoe in roses at the bottom of the disme leave the barn. He was afraid
at the telethon show last
I'd make the horse nervous," play moments a first place award
year et Princeton
(continued on page 6)

Lt.-Gov. Wendell Ford, a
leading candidate for the
Democratic gubernatorial Millination in Kentucky will visit in
Fulton on April 5 to be on hand
when a "Beans For Bucks,"
fund-raising rally will be held
here at the Derby Cafe. Mrs.
Ford will accompany her husband to Fulton.
The Derby Cafe, which recently announced that it will
be closed on Monday for its
regular •patrons, will prepare
the famous beans and ham
bock dinner, which has been
the standard fare for most of
Ford's fend-raising dinners all
ever the Slate.
Don Taylor of Fulton and
Brodie Creed of Hickman, Fulfils County co-chairmen for

Ford said that tickets for the
dinner are now on sale at 95
per person.
Mrs. Felix Gamin of Fulton
and Mrs. 11. G. Shaw of Hickman, Ford's Women's Cochairmen in Fulton County asflounced that a reception wt
he held from 3:30 p. in. to 5:90
p. in. in Hickman prior to the
dinner here on Monday, April
S.
The events is expected to
draw Ford supporters from the
four-county district, Where
Ford will spend ail day visiting
with his friends and campaise
officials on April 5.
Tickets may be purchased
from campaign officials In both
Hickman and F11/rm.

LIONS SPEAKER
Dr. 'Robert Paynter, new
CTM basketball coach and athletic director, spoke Friday,
March 19 at the Fulton Lin',
Club's noon meeting. He urged
Pat Lattus won the Chammore support for athletic pro- pionship Trophy at the Fulton
grams in local schools.
County FFA Trap Shoot Sunday,
RAYMOND YATES PLEDGES March 21 at Cayce. Lattus,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John B.
Raymond Yates of Fulton is Lattus, Route 4, shot 6 out of
a member of the spring pledge 6 in the Championship Round
glass of Alpha Kappa Psi, pro- against 10 stiff competitors to
fessional business fraternity win. Max Wilson served as
State Chairman.
be men, at Murray
University.
Winners of hams included
MERRYMAN HERE
Scotty Wright, David Keefe,
Larry
Robert L., Merryman and his Joe Parker,
Lewis,
wife. Cathy, are visiting his Charles Mittel, Bobby Sublett,
Billy Atwill,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Jerry Graham,
Merryman. He recently return- Jim White, Danny Owens, Bobby
ed from his second tour of Hooper and Pat Lanus.
Next Sunday the shoot will be
duty in Vietnam and will be
stationed next in Fort Dix, held at the dip west of Hickman
beginning at 1.00 p.m,
N.J.

Pat Lattus
Wins Trophy

IEDITOIRIAILS
THE FULTON COUNTY NEwE PAUL and JOHANNA N. WESTVHELING
Editors and PublIshors
Thursday, March 18,
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Fulton Rejoices Al Being Made A Railpax Stop;
Now Let's Get Together And Make It Profitable

IIPOET'S CORNER

Parents ....
Know the Drug Threat
Today's Subject: Marijuana—The "Innocent" Drug

IT ISN'T THE TOWN,IT'S YOU

Marijuana is probably the best known drug to most pareats'
because for years we have been hearing about it. Marijuana
has long been in use in what we now term minority groups,
but now it has spread across the land like cancer. Its manufacture and distribution is, of course, prohibited by law except
We have been avid followers
We'd say, let's give Railpax a
for approved research purposes.
of the new "Railpax" system, as
chance to get going without atMarijuana is the dried flowering or fruiting top of the plant
you would no doubt guess from
tempting to burden it with nuisCannabis Saliva, L., commonly called Indian Hemp. Usually
the stories, maps, etc., that we
ance meddling. In this country of
it looks like fine, green tobacco. It is smoked in pipe. or cigarhave run since its announcement
ette form. Hashish, also a preparation from Cannabis, is taken
ours, there are two hundred millast fall. We feel that the Railpax
orally in many forma, and infrequently it is made into candy,
lion people each trying to blow
sniffed in powder form, mixed with honey for drinking or with
system is someday going to be the
their own personal horns about
butter to spread on bread. The primary effect Is a feeling of
Federal Interstate Highway syseverything, and somebody has to
great perceptiveness and pleasure and an exaggerated sense
tem of the rails, and those compoint a direction and take a stand
of ability, resulting from even small doses. Erratic behavior,
munities that are on it, especially
loss of memory, distortion of time and spatial perceptions, and
if they're given the job to do so.
hilarity without apparent cause occur. There is a marked Una small, non-urban community like
The Railpax Board has the
predictability of effect.
ours, stand to reap many benefits.
Of course, these reactions are usual in the user of alcohol,
right to add more lines and more
too, but with the drug user there is no alcoholic breath odor.
Railpax can only become a
facilities and more stops anytime
Breath odor though is most always unpleasant.
successful project if it is run the
it sees fit. We would hope that
Because of the visions and exhilaration which result from
way it has been established to
Fulton would become a profitable
the use of Marijuana, abusers may lose all restraint and act in
run: a two-fisted, hard-headed sysRailpax stop, since we're geta manner dangerous to themselves and others. User is usually
tem that is out to make a profit
R. W. Glover
accident prone because of his time and space sense upheaval.
ting a Chicago-New Orleans train
Dependence leads to anti-social behavior and could be the forebecause it is filling a transportathrough here anyhow, but we'll
checkering and carving stocks, runner to use of other, far more deadly drugs.
tion need. It has five years to
stand on the decision of the Board.
and many other things,
FLTLTON'S
Street terms (names) for Marijuana are: joints, sticks, reefprove itself, and if it can't cut the
We had once hoped that Union
IN QUEST OF CLOCKS, by ers, weed, grass, pot, muggles, mooters, Indian hay, locoweed,
mustard in five years, it will sureKenneth
City would provide airline feeder
Ullyett. Nobody inter- Mu, giggle-smoke, Griffo, Mohasky and Mary Jane.
ly fold up entirely.
ested
in clocks--from
the
By the millions, and rightfully so, parents are more and
service on regular daily schedules
antique horologist to the dab- more concerned or even panicked about drug use. Most disturbfrom its airport, (which it tried),
To be successful in its initial
bler
interestin
in
objects--w
g
ill
BY LUCY DANIEL
ing is that drugs, especially Marijuana, are becoming popular
want to be without this book.For
but the business simply wasn't
stages, Railpax has to go where
even among junior high and high school students. One 37-yearhere is a wealth of sound adthere
in
enough
quantity
the traffic is ready to be served,
to afford
vice on the care and repair old father said in a recent Interview, "My seven-year-old daughEXPERT DRIVING, by E. D.
KINDERGARTEN, by Ella- of old clocks. Here, too,
the service.
which means that it will obviousare ter can spell Marijuana. I never heard of it until I was in colFates, Jr. This is the first Meta Ettinger.
This is a story time charts and
date lists lege."
book to present the sophisti- of people
ly be serving city masses that have
playing a game--the and a detailed
Since Railpax has been given
On and near by high school and college grounds, raids and
glossary
cated car-handling techniques game of
of
drifted away from the rails and
war. Forced Into a technical and
the charge of operating a good syshistorical terms. arrests for possession of Marijuana and other drugs are increasused by experts-professional masquerad
e,
they
put on There are illustrations
have gone to air service.
showing ing across the country. Simple possession of Marijuana hi a
drivers, test drivers, and truck bizarre costumes
tem that pays its own way, it will
and act out a host of interesting
and beauti- felony - rightly or wrongly - that can be punished by jail
drivers. The author, who has their roles
some resent it, ful clocks and
At this point we feel sure that be looking for anything and everydials; alsochap- terms of 2 to 10 years or more. Drug use is, without doubt,
personally tested car-handling others enjoy it,
still others ters on the previously
thing that will help it do its job
neglected becoming a way of life for some young people - and, for an
and driving over many years in are driven to
it has insulated itself from political
madness. All, English provincial
clock makcooperation with universities, however, must
profitab
ly.
follow the rules ers. The buying
untold but large, if not larger number of adults also. And so,
pressure, and we hope it stays that
public for
state authorities, armed ser- of the game
in the Kinder- antique clocks is
way; but judging from the howls
growing all think about these things, my friends - we are all in this tovices experts, and police in garten of German
Our communities around us
making, must the time, and more
and more gether. As adults, it is up to US to head this thing off in our
several states and cities, has improve and update
across the country this week — as are expressing consider
them. For buyers are turning to
able satisthe fine community. To do this we must all know more about drugs,
discovered that a number of those who do not, the
game is clocks produced by
the basic routes are announced— faction that Fulton has
craftsmen -- their use and misuse.
commonly accepted concepts over.
been
clocks whose value has been
we rather imagine the Railpax ed a Railpax stop, and it namare now old-fashioned and danThis column is provided as a public service by Joe Johnson,
is our
steadily increasing.
gerous. He explodes old ideas
Board is in a real slugging match hope that good, clean,
Fulton County Attorney.
THE GRAFTER'S HANDfast, desirand presents challenging new
to stand its ground. We hope they able rail passenger service
BOOK, by R. J. Garner. EveryTHE ROSE, by Roy Genders.
ones.
will
thing the amateur or the pro- In the face of the large number
stand it, and don't budge an inch make this a good traffic
A
GAME
FOR
HEROES,
by
point. The
fessional gardener will want to of books already available
on
James Graham, Owen Mor- know
unless they discover something cash register in the ticket
about grafting is to be the rose, this book is ranked
office
gan wears no medals. No rib- found
they overlooked.
in these pages. There Is as the most comprehensive and
will be providing our answer.
.ans, The patch over his dead a brief study of plant structure systematic
presentation of the
eye is testimonial enough to in relation to the essential rose and its
culture that has yet
his service on some of the mechanism of grafting as it
& MINOR, TOO
been published. Every aspect
toughest missions
in World occurs in nature. Then the of the rose and rose-grow
ay SIMON m IRIMINSTIOM
ing is
War II. If was is a game, then important phenomenon ofcom- covered,
including the history
it's a game for heroes, but patibility of plants naturally
or of the rose, the evolution of
for Owen Morgan it's human artificially united
is clearly its modern forms, qualities and
tragedy and the struggle for explained and recent
SHANNON - FROM A
TEN MILES ALONG THE
important culture, techniques of
For over a month now we County Court wouldn't find that survival. And survival Is advances in the study, of in- growing, propagating, pruning,
raising HUGE LOG FIRE CRACK-.ROAD LIES KNAPPOGUE
what concerns him most asi.acempatibtlity are summed
LING
beneath a wide granite CASTLE,' built 'in'1967-fur'
up. new roses, rose pests and
have known that we were soon go- paying this cost would be conthis exciting novel of adven- 'Pb. book sets out in detail diseases.
mantel flames stab forward and extended in Regency'-st;y1V111.1°
ing to face the loss of private am- siderabl less than engagin
almost every known method of
merge with the light of 20 giant 1809. Following a medieval bany
g a ture and suspense opens,
grafting and gives information Spring makes everthing candles to outline the faces of quet,
bulance service in Fulton County
Knappogue visitors witbrand-new service that is obliged
NO ROOM FOR BEARS, by on all points Involved.
the onlookers. Alongside the ness the story of Ireland come
yet no one has suggested what to locate ambulances
young again, save man.
in both Ful- Frank Dufresne. If the bear
-Jean Paul Richter. fire a violinist pours forth the to life in song, verse, and drama.
seems to us to be a logical avenue
to write his autobiography,
melancholy notes of an Irish
ton and Hickman in order to serve itwere
Meanwhile, in Dunguaire
would be NoRoom For Bears.
GUN CARE AND REPAIR, by
- -- to solve the problem.
lament to harp accompaniment. Castle near the southern
the County properly;
In fact, we strongly suspect Charles Edward Chapel. From Spring is a
edge
virgin, Summer a
The
scene
is
a medieval ban- of Galway Bay visitors dine on
that the author is half bear the Selection of hand and power
True, we haven't been to the
mother,
Autumn
quet
a
Ireland's
in
widow,
15th
century
It is our understanding, in himself. How else could he write tools to final checkering ol
hot prawns, lobster soup,
meetings in which discussions talking
and Winter a step-mother. Bunratty Castle, one of three smoked salmon, and
so dramatic, so intimate, so stocks and engraving of metal
steak in a
to Representative Ralph
restored
fortresses
attracting
personal an account of the parts,
-Polish
were held, and perhaps what we
style which reflects this commuProverb.
generously
ilGraves, that grants and subsidies evolution, varieties, and folk- lustrated this
thousands
of
travelers
jet
to
book
nity's
centuries of trading with
- -- are going to say has been consider- are readily available to pay for lore of this extraordin whole fascinatinranges over the
ary
g field of the Now every field is clothed nearby Shannon Airport each the Spaniards. After dinner a
ed and discarded. We wonder if it vehicles training
year.
His knowledge of bears care, repair, alteration
rich
sampling
and
of the works of
,
and mainten- animal.
with grass, and every trc9
Bunratty guests, seated a- Ireland's eminent
Is first-hand-and, in some decoration of rifles, pistols,
has.
literary figures
ance;
with leaves; now the round massive benches fashion- is
hair-raising instances-arm's revolvers, and shotguns. It exdelivered by a talented team
length; it includes acute ob- plains the choice of tools,
woods pt,t forth their blos- ed by carpenters 300 years be- of performers.
Has anyone considered using
A fee could be set up for out,- servation of courtship patterns, woods, metals and chemicals; soms,
the 24-hour-a-day fire depart- of-town calls within Fulton
end the year as- fore the jet age, dine on spare
Each castle banquet is associmatizig, family life, and even it reveals the secrets of stock
ribs, split capons, and goblets ated with an
Counsumes
afternoon tour in
its
gay attire.
enents we already have on duty as ty and
bear psychology.
designing, blueprint reading,
of mead, which is fermented which
if the fee cannot be collecta guide recalls legends
-Virgil. apple juice and honey.
emergency organizations that ed after the call made, would
and
important
events connected
is
it
could handle emergency ambul- seem to us that the County Court 1 FROM THE FILES:
ject in the show received top ratings from an im- with the particular area.
—
The Shannon planners are
ance calls as well? We understand could pay it and still
partial jury of Fine Arts faculty members. Pro- examining the potential
be way ahead
of
that Mayfield does this. Perhaps financially. The County Court
jects on display include original designs, paint- adapting other castles as entercanOther communities do, too.
tainment centers. It seems a
ings, sketches and sculpture.
not undertake to provide a full
strange quirk of human nature
It seems to us that it would time county-wide ambulance serTWENTY-YEARS AGO
that the faster modern technocost very litle to find out, find the vice without additional tax reveFORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
logy rushes us toward pushMARCH
16,
1951
Cost, the limitations, the financial nue; at least that is our underbutton automation, the more
MARCH 19, 1926
eager we become to savor the
output as compared with a private standing.
Joe Treas, popular young Fultonian, was
The Snow-White Motor Company, Fulton's more gracious environment of
contract service such as Obion
With Obion County now com- elected president of the Young Men's Business
an age long past.
FORD

If you want to live in the kind of a town
That's the kind of a town you like,
You needn't slip your clothes in a grip
And start on a long, long hike.
You'll find elsewhere what you left behind,
For there's nothing that's really new.
It's a knock at yourself when you knock your
town;
It isn't your town-it's you.
Real towns are not made by men afraid
Lest somebody else gets ahead.
When everybody works and nobody shirks
You can raise a town from the dead.
And if while you make your stake
Your neighbor can make one, too,
Your town will be what you want to See,
It isn't your town-it's you.

il_kirrory Colman-

MAJOR P111,11

Could The Fire Departments Of Fulton
And Hickman Provide Ambulance Service?

Turning Back The Clock 1

County has engaged, and Fulton
considering.
Consider these points:

County is

The phones are already in, the
headquarters are already established, the men are already on
emergency call around the clock;
It could be highly unlikely
that a fire call and an ambulance
call would come at the same time,
but if they did, something could
surely be improvised to handle
both situations at once-,
While city ambulance services
operated individually by both
Fulton and Hickman would cost
more to operate than the usual
fire services, we wonder if the
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agency, has beautified and expanded its
Club at a meeting of the organization Tuesday
•••
16,000 square feet of floor space and state that TRAVEL INFORMATION
night. Mr. Treas succeeds Howard Shaw.
Other
officers named are: Stanley Jones, vice-president, they believe it would be a pleasure for Henry to of A new book with a world
suggestions for the traveler
Dick Cummings, secretary; Bertes Pigue, treas- visit his agency here. The employees include is "Today's
Best
in
(Salesm
an):
W.
0.
Stubblef
ield, Clem Cooley, Travel", by Harian Buys
urer; Sonny Puckett, sergeant-at-arms; D.
PublicaC. Ramsey Snow, Guy B. Snow and
Claude Vaden; tions, Greenlawn, Long Island,
Jones, assistant sergeant-at-arms.
N.Y. It's available either by
(Parts Dept.): M. L. Rhodes;(Bookkeeper): Mrs. mail
or through your bookstore
Lee
Roberts
; (Shop): Arnold Mullins, foreman; for $2.50
Warren Anderson, local manager of the Kenand
save any
Phillip Humphries, Franklin Hall, and R. H. traveler both timewill
tucky Utilities Company, was
and dollars.
elected President White, general Superin
The
book
divides
the
world
tendent and member of into easy-t
of the Fulton Chamber of Commerce Monday
o-tour areas, so you
night, succeeding Paul Boyd. Mr. Anderson tak6s the firm;(Battery Dept.): Percy Barnes.
can see just as much on each
trip as you have the time.
office April 1st.
It
The Fulton Lions Club is planning its 2nd tells you how to avoid the expensive, crowded hotels and
During the first week in April a special pla- annual Easter egg hunt this year to be at the fair- restaurants and, instead, liststhe
unusual and economical places
que will be unveiled near the Fulton passenger grounds.
to stay, good restaurant
s where
station commemorating the 100th anniversary
the
are reasonable, plus
FHS NOTES: Principals Alexander, Devault, hintsprices
the Illinois Central Railroad. The commem of
on shopping, sightseeing,
ora- Fleming and Rose have been re-elect
transportation, entertainment
ed another and
tive tablet will be similar to those erected at
other year; .. . the baseball squad is now
night life.
hard at work There
key points along the system.
are over 10,000 best
under coach Maddox; spring football under Dr. buys in the
book, plus a world
of
Hughes
other
was
quite
a
success;
.
informatio
.
.
the debating even,
n. Included,
Members of the local Elks Lodge observed
is
a
team
section
compose
on what restd of Robert Duncan, Mamie Ben- rooms
"Doc Adams Night" at a meeting held Tuesday
are called in countries
nett and Alexander Inman journeyed to Benton 'round the
evening in the club room. Mr. Adams has
world!
•••
as secretary of the organization for severalserved this week, losing a decision to the team from that
years. school.
This may not look like a
The nmination of officers was held and
FACT and OPINION
DC10 jetliner to you, but it
the foldoes to the pilot. It IS
electric energy is not lowing were named: Exalted Ruler, J.
an artist's
concept of a -million DCIO
S. P. Ethridge, who many years
the'environmental problem," re- son; Leading Knight, J. T. BrundigD. Simpe; Loyal sociated with Joe Wade and Compan ago was as- simulator that $2will
be
used to
ports the Tampa Electric Com- Knight, John Lockeridge; Lecturing
y
train crows to fly the
Knight, W. Store here, announces the opening Furniture envy.
300-passpany. "Instead, it will be a major
of his own
M. Blake and Carthy Brundidge; Secretar
eirbui,
y, L. C. store at 452 Lake Street. Fulton now
force in solving national pollution "Doc" Adams; Tyler, H. B. West, R.
has three the - Photograph caption in
L. McNatt furniture establishments.
Cleveland Plain Desks.
problems . . . The sewage treat- and Jim Burke, Trustees; N. C. Cooke
and W. E.
• • •
ment plants, waste disposal facili- 'Simmons, officers.
FR
ANKELY
The
March
number
SPEAKING
of the Masonic Home A friend
ties and air pollution control dehas a hog with false
vices needed by municipalities
Patricia Sublete of Fulton is among the stu- Journal carried a picture and biographical sketch teeth ... pork choppers
of A. W. Morris, Fulton merchant and Mason, My neighbor says' could
and industry in the years ahead dents at Murray State College
write
who has
a book!" when
he can't even
demand more electricity, not less." on display in the Fine Arts Building art work who has been elected grand steward of the grand read
one ... my boss has a
. Each promitted to contract ambulance service that will be based in Union
City, the residents of South Fulton will require anywhere from
seven to 15 minutes before an ambulance can arrive from that point.
We wonder if a seriously injured
accident victim can wait that long;
we wonder if perhaps some kind
of emergency vehicle in South
Fulton may not eventually be devised to provide quicker assistance.
We don't know the answers to
the problem, but one thing is obvious: the federal government seems
to have imposed a new set of
standards for the ambulance business that is forcing funeral homes
out of the-ambulance business at a
rapid rate, and the public who
need this service are the ones to
suffer.

council of Kentucky.

limited vocabulary . . . limited
to cussing.
- Don L Frankel*
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Susan Burrow, Donald Parr Say
Vows In Fulton Baptist Church

Nurse Discusses Life Saving
At Chestnut Club Meeting

Miss McAlister To Wed South Fulton
lih°masMnan 11°c'Per

PTA Elects _ _
New Officers

A most important lesson was by each giving a tip for savink
In an impressive ceremony of
given when the Chestnut Club money when buying grocerie
s.
dignified beauty, Miss Susan Ruth
was privileged
to have the
The Health Leader
Mrs
Burrow, daughter of Mr.and
County Health Nurse, Mrs.Hope Laverne Owensby gave timely
Mrs..
New officers were elected
J. T. Burrow of South Fulton, beCrawford direct the artificial reminders concerning the foods
for the South Fulton PTA at'
came the bride of Donald Roger
respiration demonstration when that supply iron to the diet.
its meeting
Tuesday night„
Parr, son of Mr. and Mrs. C.
the club met in the home of Mrs.
D.
The Craft Leader, Mrs. Jim
March 16 in the high school,
Parr of Union City, on
Danny Wheat. A film was shown Burke demonstrated the making
Sunday
library.
afternoon, March 14th, at four
demonstrating time that this of wool flowers and gave cotton
o'clock in the First
Russell Ross was elected:
Baptist
activity could save a life. A sewing ideas.
Church of Fulton.
president, Mrs. Bobby
film was also shown reminding
Mrs. Jim Burke directed the
The Rev, James W. Best oG
Connell vice president, WS;
that each should be aware of amusing recreation. Mrs.
ficlabed, using the double ring
Joe
Roy Coley, Jr., secretary, and .
any Cancer Danger Signals. Killebrew was the winner.
service.
Mrs. Ned Waldrop, treasurer.:
Mrs. Crawford and The Health
Mrs. Jeter Wheat's registerA handsome center arrangeThe new officers will be in-7
Leader, Mrs. James
Pegue ation number matched the door
ment of pink gladioli and mastalled at the April PTA meetdemonstrated the Mouth
to prize number.
jestic daisies was used in the
ing.
Mouth Method of artificial resMrs. Valda Simpson and Mrs.
foreground of the sanctuary
Dr. Chesley H. Hill of Troy, •
be..
piration which is recommended Joe Killebrew were welcomed
fore spiral candelabra with burnTennessee, conducted a pro-,
for this emergency.
ing pink tapers. Branched
as new members.
cangram on drug abuse. He was
Mrs. Paul Reams gave the
delabra entwined with jade and
The next meeting will be in
substituting for Don Brock, a
emerald greenery flanked
devotional.
Mrs.
Laverne the home of Mrs. Valda Simpthe
member of the Kentucky Decenter area where the greenery
Owensby led the songs.
son. Visitors are welcomed.
partment of Mental Health, who
was repeated on the piano and
A report was given by Mrs.
in
was ill and unable to attend.
the choir loft with arrangeJim Burke of the County Coun"LITTLE SISTER"
Dr. Hill described the types.
ments of huckleberry and lemon
cil meeting.
Ilita Adams of Fulton has
of drugs used in this area, and:
leaf. Aisles were outlined with
Plans were made for several been pledged to the "little sisthe effects drugs have on the
tall candelabra and the pews
to go on the tour, and
were
for ter" auxiliary of Lambda Chi
human body when they are ab-,
marked with pink bows and
representatives to attend the Alpha social fraternity at Murused. He mentioned some case.
ereenery.
Siminar in Milan.
ray State University.
histories of drug users in Obion
A program of nuptial music
A committee was appointed
was presented by Mrs. Barry
County, including some
whia
to participate in observing NaGOSSUM PLEDGES
Adams, organist, and Mrs. Nelhave died as a result of drug
tional Library Week
by ex,"
Mike
Gossum
has been
son Tripp, soloist. Mrs. Adams'
abuse.
hibiting articles at the Martin pledged
to Pi Kappa
Alpha
selections included'
Library.
,All Glory,
social
fraternity at Murray
Laud, and Honor" (Teschner),
The roll call was answered State Universi
ty.
"Claire de Lune" (DeBussy),
"Finlandia" (Sibelius), "Traumerle" (Schumann), "Les Preludes" (Liszt),
Theme from
Symphony no. 5 (Tschalkowsky),
"Jean, Joy of man's Desiring"
(Bach), "Saviour, Like a ShepThe importance of interherd Lead Us"(Bradbury),"Ave
:
national affairs was the subject'
Maria" (Bach-Gounod)
and
Tuesday night, March 16 at
"Trumpet Voluntary"(Purcell).
Mrs.
Tripp sang "Ich Bebe
the meeting of the Drama and
dich" (Orieg) and '
Literature Department of the
,0 Lord,
Most Holy" (Franck). The tradiFulton Woman's Club.
tional wedding marches were
Mrs. Charles Dixon, exused.
ecutive secretary of the Banana
Given in marriage by her
Festival, was the guest speakpr..
father, the bride wore an elegant
She described the workings ci*
formal length empire gown fashthe
International
Relations
ioned of white satin with a yoke
MISS BERNICE CATHY McALISTER
Committee to promote underand long bishop sleeves of sheer
Mr. and Mrs. Deward Byrn
standing
with
Latin
America
n
white silk organza. Appliques 01
McAlister of 400 Carr Street, of Bernice Winstead of Latham countrie
s. She closed her pro-,
peau d'ange lace encrusted with
Fulton, announce the engage- and the late Mrs. Winstead and
gram with a film, which was
of
sirs.
seed pearls and crystal beading
Byron
McAlister of Fulment of their daughter, Berenhanced the beauty of the mannice Cathy, to Thomas Morgan ton and the late Mr. McAlister, taken by the Latin American
MR. AND MRS, DONALD ROGER PARR
Mr. Hooper graduated from Country Agency and is being
&win collar, the bodice, and the
Hooper. The future bridegroom
satin skirt. The full chapel train
is the son of Mr. and Mrs.James South Fulton High School and shown throughout Latin Amerifell gracefully from the back
(Photo by Adelle)
Arthur Hooper of Route 4, Union presently is employed by Dunn ca. The film shows Fulton at
the time of the Banana Festival.Provisions of union City.
waistline and was framed with
City.
Troy,
brothers
of
the
groom.
For
He is the grandson of Mrs.
Mrs. Ben Davis was program
traveling Mrs. Parr wore an
scalloped lase and beading. The
A graduate of Fulton City
Allen Swan of Memphis was the apricot butte
Annie
full-length mantilla
N.
Hooper
High
knit
of
of white
union City leader and introduced Mrs.- Dixcostume suit
school, the bride-elect now
edged In white piping. Her acsilk illusion was banded in ringbearer.
is a freshman at Murray State and the late Mr. tiooper and of on. Mrs. Frank Moore, chairDavid Harwell Parr and Mrs. cessories were
the late Mr. and Mrs. Tilbert F. man, conducted
scalloped lace and framed the
University.
beige and she
the business
of UnionCity pre- wore the white orchid
face of the lovely young bride. Calvin
She is the granddaughter McCorkle of Obion.
from her
session. Mrs. Charles Moon
sented
the guests with programs - bridal bouquet.
A June wedding is being plan- read the minutes
8110 carried a butterfly bouquet
,
and
Mrs.
ned.
idal. white moos sled sypito. as they entered tha"vesttbultect
Among, aut.-et-town guests
Joe Mac Reed gave th.etreasI...,•,•••
•• •
attending the wedding weroMra.
surrounding • cattalyea the church.'
urer's
report.
For her daughter's wedding, Elna McKinnon,
orchid nestled in tulle and lace.
Art, Jeff and
"Mrs.' Bill Stokes, •piciticititi
Miss Nancy Webb of Memphis Mrs. Burrow chose an imported Alan, and Mr. and Mrs. Earl
leader for the general meeting
aqua
silk
shantung
dress
with
Hess,
all of Memphis, Mrs. Wilwas the bride's maid of honor.
April 2, announced tV.:'
Bridesmaids were Miss Diane mitching ccat accented with liam Summar of Trenton, Mr.
her program she will direct
jeweled buttons and loops. Her David Gillespie
Aid Mrs. abiney Swan,
of Columbus,
a comedy play.
bah of Memphis, and Mrs.David accessories were in the aqua Ga., Mrs. Robert Parr, Lee,
Hostesses were Mrs. EaFt
Gillespie of Columbus, Ga. Miss shade and her corsage was of and Dana of Hattiesburg, Mrs.
Dr.
Charles
Shedd,
national
at
pink
the
First
United
cymbidi
Methodist Collins, Mrs. Van Latta, Mrs.
um orchids.
Richard Webb and Jane of AtJackie Whaley of LIMOS City servauthority on Dyslexia, will be Church, South 8th Street, begin- Claude Crocker
Mrs.
Parr,
mother
of the wood, Mrs. Alvin Burrow of Mur,
Mrs. Sam
ed
as junior bridesmaid and
in Mayfield on March 26, 27, ning at 8:30 a.m. until 4 p.m. Jackson, and Mrs.
E. K. Jones.
litHe
Kellye Parr was the bridegroom, wore a costume suit ray, Mr. and Mrs. James Parr
28 and 29.
Cost of the workshop is $15.00.
flower girl. The attendants wore of blue knit. Her accessories and Beth of Nashville, Mr. and
On Friday, March 26, Dr. "Introduction A PSL Approach
identical gowns of pink crepe, were in a harmonizing color and Mrs. Rollan Minton of PutherShedd and his staff will
be to Literacy and Book One" will
fully lined. The bodices were she wore a pink cymbidium or- ford, Mrs. James 0. Jones,
Mrs.
at the Community Woman's Club be taught to all interest
empire style with the skirts fall- chid corsage.
ed teachJOrMy Lucy and Mrs. W. B. Ennis,
Immediately following
Kinderga
rten to screen the stu- ers, parents and laymen.
the all
of Martin, Mrs. Lucile
ing in soft gathers from
the ceremony the bride's parents endents.
Lunch
will
be served by
Parents of dyslexic children
Witherington, Mr. and Mrs.Ronwaists. The long bishop sleeves tertained with a reception in the
the Mayfield
Woman's Club. can make appointments for
11
ald Minton, Mrs. Marion Speed
were accented with wide cuffs fellowship hall of the church. The
On Saturday, March 27, Dr. screening and testing by calling
and Tony, Mrs. Charlie Cloar,
featuring loops and covered but- receiving line formed near the
Shedd and his staff will screen or writing Mrs. Joe Cole,
Miss Evelyn Cloar and Mr. and
Jr.,
Kim
tons. Their headdresses were door. The bride's table was
Craven, 10-year-old
and test 50 children,
with or Mrs. Jack Williamson at the
Mrs. Walter Forrester, all of
silk organza bows with stream- draped with a floor length white
specific perceptual motor dif- Mayfield Community Woman's daughter of Mr. and
Mrs.
Union city, Mr. and Mrs. V. 0,
ers, and their shoes were of pink taffeta cloth overlaid with illuBob
Craven, was the first prize
ficulties, from the Purchase Club.
Easley of Trimble, Mrs. Susan
attendants carried sion and caught with pink rosesatin.
winner
in
the
Fulton -South Fularea. The screening will be
Wright, Mr. and Mrs. Haywood
butterfly bouquets of white car- buds at intervals In the net. The
ton Art Guild's coloring contest.
UK DEAN'S LIST
Green and Mr.and Mrs.Gary Bo
held at East College School,
-nations and gypeophtla circling a beautiful tiered wedding cake was yeti,
MISS TERESA ELAINE WILSON
For her picture of Androcl
Wanda Faye Samples, dauall of Kenton, Mr. and yrs.
East College Street, beginning
es
encircled with pink florets and
single pink rose.
A June
Jerry Tucker, Francis and Betty
weddtng is
at 8 a.m. Dr. Shedd will also ghter of R. N. Samples, Rt. 2, and the Lion, Kim, a fifhtbeing Lewis 'Jake'
Calvin
Speed
of Union topped with a miniature bride and Ann,
Cardwell of South
Clinton, has been named to the grader at Carr Elementary,reMiss Retta Moultrie and planned by Miss Teresa Elaine Fulton.
work
in
the
Tutorial
Program
groom.
City served as best man. Ushers
Punch was served (roma Mr.
and Mrs. Virgil Roberts of Wilson and Alan Scott Cardsponsored by the Mayfield Com- Dean's List for the 1970 fall ceived two free tickets to the:
Miss Wilson is a
were Robert Burrow, brother of crystal punch bowl. The central
junior at
well. The bride-elect is the
Hornbeak,
semester at the University of performance of the play "Anmunity Woman's Club.
Union City High School.
the bride,Robert Parr of Hatties- appointment of the table was a Dyersbur Mrs. Ronnie Allen of daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Verdrocles," which will be preg, Mrs. Tommy Parr,
On Sunday, March 28, 50 more Kentucky College of Education
Mr. Cardwell graduated from
burg, Miss., and Thomas Parr of triple-branched silver candelaBrent and Carla; of Troy, Mr. yin Wilson of Union City, who South
sented Friday, March 26
Fulton High School
at
and
brum, entwined with pink daisies and Mrs.
and children will be tested
Carr
James West of Mon, announce the engagement to- attended the
auditorium by the Louisat
University
East College BANANA BOARD MEMBERS
and roses, holding burning pink and Mr.
of screened
prospective bride- Tenness
and Mrs. David Hugh lay. The
ville
Children
's
Leigh Jeffrey -and Jane Green
School. Dr. Shedd will again
Theatre.
ee at Martin.
tapers.
groom is the son of Mr.and Mrs.
Caldwell of Hickman.
Second prize of one
He is the grandson of Mr. work with the children enrolled have been appointed to repreAssisting at the reception
free,
ticket to "Androcles"
and Mrs. E.S. Scott of South in the Community
sent
were Mrs. Roger Alexander of
South
Fulton High School
Woman's Club
was.
Fulton.
Tutorial Program.
Union City, Mrs. Mike Biggs and
on the International Banana awarded to Keith St. John, fiveThe couple will
year-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Bobby Bynum of Martin,
On Monday, March 29, Dr. Festival Board. principal
exchange
Vii
their vows June 6th.
Greg St. John. Keith attends
Mrs. Ted Barclay, Miss Julie
Shedd will conduct a workshop gil Yates announced.
Fulton Kindergarten.
Honoring Miss Susan Burrow Bard, and Miss Mary Jane Canand Donald Roger Parr whose non. Miss Nancy Jones of Martin
marriage was solemnized at the presided at the register.
Early in the evening Mr. and
Twelve Fulton County women are UK administrators and
First Baptist Church on Sunday
a
afternoon, Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Mrs. Parr left for their wed- are attending the Kentucky Ex- full turnout of the state
ExtensParr parents of the groom, en-ding trip's/ter which they will be tension Homemakers Associa- ion home economi
cs
specat
home
in
Sacramento, Calif., tion
tertained with a rehearsal dinner
annual meeting
on the ialists.
where Mr. Parr will be stationed
at Holiday Inn on Saturday evenDelegates
attending from
at McClellan Air Force Base. UK campus in Lexington, March
ing.
24-25-26.
Fulton County are. Mrs. Arthur
The guests were seated at
"Bridges of Understanding" Tarver, Mrs. Neal
Little, Mrs,
tables arranged in a U-shape and
is the theme this year, accord- Otis Bizzle, Mrs. Bill Holland,
overlaid with a white linen cloth.
Dear Ann Landers: I just They carry endorsements of
ing to Catherine C. Thompson, Mrs. Eddie Hicks, Mrs.
the understanding that you will them.
Billy
The bride's table was cenread a heartbreaking story in clergymen and doctors -- picFultoti County Estension Agent, Pirtle, Mrs. Parnell Garrigan
behave as a responsible young
, the newspap
with an arralgement
tared
er and hope you will tures and all. Please,
for
Home
Ann,
Economi
Mrs.
cs.
The
Charles
two
Powell,
adult. Your keys, like
Mrs
Dear Ann Landers: I'm a
Of pink carnations and white pomyour
do what
you
can to warn do what you can to alert the Operator
main speakers are Dr. Jean King Dickerson, Mrs. J J
's License, are pro- grandmother whose divorce will
pons flanked by wedding bells and
people against computer dat- reading public to these unSpencer, assistant
to Vice Hollis,
Mrs.
bationary -- yours so long as be final in a few weeks,
Billy
silver candelabra holding pink taPark ing
An
firms and various so-cal- scrupulous scoundrels. It would
President Agnew, and Milo Threlkeld and Mrs. Cahterine
pers. This same motif was rethey are used with common attractive, fascinating man has :
be a real service. Thank you.-led mate-matching agencies.
Baughman, head of the Deaprt- Thompson.
prated at the other tables. Bridal
sense and courtesy. But they made me feel like a worefdi"
A woman in Carteret, N. J., Newark News Reader
Miss Susan Burrow, fiance of ment of Environmental Design
place-cards marked the place
KHEA has a present memberwill be taken from you if there again.
He hasn't mentioned
Donald Parr, entertained her at Utah's Brigham Young Uni- ship of 2'7,298 Kentucky women. said her daughter who had a
of each guest.
is reason to believe you have marriage but he might. The big
crippled
Dear N. N.: I have repeatedly
spine sent $395 to
Miss Burrow wore a blue bridesmaids and flower girl at versity. Also on the program There ikre 296 members from
abused the privilege. We real- question: He's 10 years ray.
a service which promised dates printed warnings against comknit A-line frock accented with the home of her parents, Mr.and
this county. Membership is Open
ize anyone can have an ac- junior. Am I being foolish?
,-.-sequin trim around the neck and Mrs. J. T. Burrow on Saturto homemakers from both urban over a five-year period. She puter dating services and mate- cident but please drive defen- Younger Than
Springtime
didn't get even one. One man matching operations and will
day, March 13. She was assistcuffs.
and rural areas.
sively at all times.
continue
telephon
ed her but he sounded
to do so. I'm afraid
The guest list included Miss ed by her mother.
Your mot
and I are willing
Dear Spring: Which 10 }nett-IC:1
Burrow, Mr. Parr, Mr. and Mrs.
so crude she hung up on him. however, that
The luncheon table was overBarnum
was to pay for theNixtra insuranc
e are you talking about? If yen—
When the girl asked for a re- right. There's a sucker born
J. T. Burrow,Robert Burrow,the laid with a white linen cloth edand
gasoline
so
long
are
68 and Mr. Wonderful 4eas
the
Rev. mt. and Mrs. James ged with lace and centered with
fund from the company she was every minute. (And two
to above conditions are followed. 58, the
Miss Lillian Jones, Senior
light is green. If yeerW. Beat, Mr. and Mrs. Barry an arrangement of pink carnatold, "Sorry -- we don't give take 'im).
Nurse
We
Consulta
regret we cannot afford to are 39 and he is 29---bet
nt for the ComAdams, Mrs. Nelson Tripp, Mr. tions and white pompons in a sil$61/V
refunds."
mission
for
Handica
give
you
a
pped
car
Childof your own but take a detour.
and airs. Charles Burrow,Mr. ver bowl.
Dear
Ann
Landers: We we promise to be cooperat
ren
will
be
Fulton
at
County
For
ive
the same price, heittl
and Mrs. James Parr, David
Miss Burrow presented her
Another man spent $595 and thought you might like
:
e.lto know and generous with the
Mrs. Hendon 0. Wright, Sr., was promise
Parr, and Miss Linda Parr of bridesmaids with engraved MU. Health Clinic, Fulton, Friday,
family some more advice: You're not
d a date every two Iebout a family that
enjoys car. We ask only that you
March 26 from 9 a.m. to 11 of Fulton recently visited the
Nashville, Mrs. Haywood Greeu ver gallery trays and her
even
let
divorced
yet.
weeks
What'ef
for
years.
three
oR"'•
He re- good teen-ager-parent relaJunior
us know where you are going hurry?
Ringling Museums in Sarasota, ceived five names
of Kenton, Mrs. Roder; Swan, bridesmaid and flower girl with ft.M
from the tionship. We did it by estabMiss Jones is at the Health Florida.
and who will be riding with
Allan Swan, Miss Nancy Webb, Inver charm bracelets and
"service" and met only one lishing guidelines
as well as
Centers every fourth Friday
and Miss Diane Moore, all of charms.
The Ringling Museums are girl
What awaits you on the dttilt
who was "not what he had giving freedom within those you.
:
.
Memphis, Mr. and Mrs. David
Attending were Mrs. C. D. to interview any handicapped the foremost cultural center in hoped for."
Love, Mother and Dad side of the marriage vell
,
rticivr-•
lines.
The
letter
below
sums
Gillespie
it
of Columbus, Os., Parr of Union City, mother °tithe child needing her set-hoes. This the southeastern United States.
can you be sure your marriagtrm
Isn't it pathetic that lonely up.---Rev. and Mrs.
LEE).,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Parr and bridegroom, Mrs. Rodney Swan, includes any child who may Situated on 68 tropically
will work,Read Ann Lantlarr.:i
land- people, desperate for com- Elberfel
d, Indiana
Dear Rev, and Mrs. L. E.:
Miss Kelly, Parr of Hattleshurg, Miss Diane Moore and Miss be slow to learn or develop, scaped acres,
they were a gift panionship, get bilked out of
booklet "Marriage—What 1ie.
s
4
Miss., Mr. and Mrs.Calvin Speed agency Webb, all of Memphis, as well as any who may
Your letter is right on! Thanks
be of John Ringling to the state, their hard-earned money by
Expect." Send your requeSt.
Dear Daughter:
and Miss Jackie Whaley of Union Miss Jackie Mabry of Unice! having trouble with
T
Congratu- for sharing. There would be to Ann
braces, Sad are operated in the cultural these crooks? I, myself,
Landers in care .ce have lations on passing the test for fewer hassles over
City, and Mr. and Mrs. Tommy City and Miss Kaye Parr at crutches or other
the family your newspaper
devices, No and educational interests of seen their mailings
. Some of your Operator's License. Your chariot if teen-ag
enclosing"
Parr of Troy.
1311
Hattiesburg, Miss.
appointment Is necessary.
ers
Florid* tesidents and visitors. them look
knew In coin and a long,
very respectable. car keys were given to
stamped"
you with precisely what was expected of
self-addressed envelope.
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Tenasa Wilson To Wed
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Mayfield Dyslexia Clinic
Planned By Dr. Shedd
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Kim Craven
Wins Tickets
To "Androcles

The

Burrow-Parr
Rehearsal
Dinner Held

Twelve County Homemakers
Attend Meeting In Lexington

telan _eawleia
— Your Problems Bring Answers —

Susan Burrow
Entertains
For Bridesmaids

Nurse Plans Clinic
For Handicapped

Mrs. Wright Views
Ringling Museums
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Life At Cayce In Early 1900s Was Certainly Colorful

HOSPITAL NEWS

son brick store building. There
csre only two Republicans In
the precinct so most of the
fire was at the time of the
Democratic primary.
There was always plenty of
"juice" to liven things up a
bit.
After voting, if there was a
disagreement over candidates,
a voter would mark off a circle
in the public road in front of
the store and dare an antagonist to get in the ring with
him. Sometimes there was a
'free for all."
The Cayce store building for
Naylor Mercantile Co. had been
constructed prior to the BryanMcKinley Presidential campaign in 1896 and 1 believe the
only telephone in Cayce was
located in that store building.
At any rate quite a number of
men (women didn't vote at that
time) gathered there to listen
to election returns that night.
I believe it was Dick Scearce
that said to the group -"When
we get good news, we
will
take a drink and when
we
get bad news, we will eat
oysters."
A Mr. Wilds, one of the two
Republicans, said -"Youse gonMrs. J. W. Ammons
na
get awfully tired of oysters
Route 4
The first automobile in Cayce: Dr. John Naylor relaxes nonbefore morning."
Fulton, Kentucky
I believe that it was in 1899
chalantly
at the wheel of his runabout. The picture, contribuMy earliest recollections of that Governor Goebel was assassinated in Frankfort and was
ted by Harold Hampton of Cayce, is believed to have been taCayce begin about 1895.
As I recall Cayce, at that succeeded, as governor, by Lt.
ken about 1903. Dr. Naylor was practicing medicine in Cayce
time, the business part consis- Governor J. C. W. Beckham.
prior to 1890. He is the uncle of F. R. Naylor, who wrote the
ted of S.A.&G.W. Johnson in As he had not served a full
the 2-story brick building on term, at the succeeding elecaccompanying story.
the east side of the railroad, tion, Beckham ran for govergeneral merchandise (including nor again.
said - "Now Governor didn't people would be there to talk work
and visiting with my NayIt was customary, in those you
the post office), J. W. Mayget $200.00 for pardoning with and see them. There was lor cousins
from Hickman, the
field on the west side of the days, for candidates to speak Joe Smith? Beckham started great excitement about the war
children
of Uncle Gene Naylor
railroad north of the highway at as many places as possible to answer him by asking if in Cuba. So far as I can reand
his
wife
who was Minnie
during
the
campaign.
Governor
and Uncle John's store and ofhe was a Democrat but before call, only one young man from
fice located west of the railroad Beckham came to west Ky. the man could say anything Cayce volunteered and served Albritton before marriage.
Such was life in the good old
in the angle between highway and, in traveling from Fulton further Uncle John jumped up in that war - George Cohn.
days. I often wish that we could
94 and the road leading south to Hickman, was to stop at and said - "No, he Is
He was a hero to us younga
return
to such times when
parallel the railroad. The Cayce and speak from the front Republican. Nobody but a damn sters when he returned after
Naylor Mercantile store was porch of the Naylor store, the Republican would ask a silly the war in his bright blue uni- people lived more simply and
not constructed until a later crowd gatheredon the porch question like that," The Re- form. He undertook to make enjoyed living far more.
and in the road in front of it.
(Continued next week)
date.
soldiers out of several of the
Beckham arrived, was intro- publican immediately left, mutAlbritton's blacksmith shop
tering as he walked upthe road.
duced,
started
and
his talk.
was doing a good business
ed the Kentucky State Guard
a Mr. Fletcher Thomas (Ray's The lone Republican in the
During the Spanish-American to attend camp, but I don't ::.:•:•••
started
crowd
heckling
him
and
father) was railroad agent, a
War in 1898, several trains think he was ever able to get
Mr. Robertson
was section
of soldiers, moving south stop- them to distinguish
between
foreman (followed
by Mr.
ped at the old coal chute then "hay foot-straw foot" or even
located about two miles south squad maneuvers.
Burns). It seemed as if the
town was made up mostly of
of Cayce. We usually had advice
I spent a lot of time at Mr.
Johnsons which included the
of their arrival and
many Albritton's shop watching him
families of S. A. Johnson (Sunday school supt.) G. W. Johnson, Herschel Johnson (Eva's
father) Ardel Johnson, Arthur
Listed below are the names
Johnson, "Uncle" Jerry Johnof individuals who have lost
son and "Black" Sam Johnson
their
driver's licenses for the
(so-called to distinguish him
from S. A. Johnson). Black week ending March 12, 1971
as
released
by the Department
Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford has during the state party conSam was Myatt's father. Mr.
John McClellan was Santa Claus of Public Safety to the Traffic said he would support legis- vention.
"He spent four
years in
at Christmas celebrations at Safety Coordinating Committee. lation during the 1972 General
HICKMAN COUNTY
Assembly to create a presi- the top Democratic post in the
the church.
Tom Lewis Exton, age 62, dential primary in Kentucky, state, then another four years
In addition to Uncle John
Route 1, Clinton, driving while but without doing away with as the chief advisor to the an
Naylor, Cayce was fortunate in
license was revoked, license party conventions.
he hand-picked to succ*d
having also Dr. Luten, who
suspended until December 27,
In a statement released from him," Ford said. "Did
he
lived on a farm about a mile
1972.
state headquarters, the Dem- make good his promises? Not
north of Cayce on the Old CayHarold Eugene West, age 24, ocratic gubernatorial candidate only did he not fulfill
his
ce-Moscow road and near the Route 2, Clinton, DWI,
license said he would also support per- pledge, he is promising the
old Geen home which I believe suspended until April 30, 1971. missive legislation
to allow po- very same things again."
is still the home of Mary At0, N. Alexander, age 19, litical parties to pay the ballot
Ford referred to newspaper
teberry.
407 Elm Street, Clinton, DWI, cost of the popular election
of clippings of the 1959 gubernaBack in those days Uncle license suspended until August precinct officers.
torial campaign to substantiate
John took a prominent part in 22, 1971.
Ford also said the would- his comments.
politics. He, as were an the
Jimmy Ray Byassee, age 26, be governor pledged to abolish
Of the presidential primary,
Naylors, was an ardent Dem- Route 2, Clinton, driving while the unit rule.
Yet, Ford said, Ford said, "I favor a system
ocrat. In those days the voting license was suspended, license this
which
incorporates the test of
was not done until 1968
at Cayce was done in a room further suspended until August when,
primary and the conas Lieutenant Governor, the
on the second floor of theJohn- 17, 1971.
he had the unit rule abolished vention."
"I would support legislation
to provide for a presidential
primary for candidates of each
qualifying party; then
party
conventions to elect party delegates on the basis of percentage of votes cast for each
and every candidate on the ballot," he said. "This would
let the people nominate the
presidential candidate and let
those
interested
in
party
affairs elect delegates to conduct those affairs and represent the people's wishes at the
national convention."
Ford said he has discussed
the popular election of precinct officers with county clerks
and determined the additional
cost to put the candidates on
a ballot would be $600,000 to P.
the taxpayers.
'
,I do not believe we can
justify such an expenditure of
public funds for a purely parHaan political party activity," !ig§
he said. "However, I would :U
support such a plan, if action
could be taken to assure that
the political parties paid the
additional expense. Permissive legislation may be the answer.''
Ford added, "1 am not going
to make any promises I know
I can't keep. And, the biggest
one I am going to make to you
is that I won't come back to
you eight years from now, or
12 years from now, asking you
to give me another opportunity
on the basis of promises I
conveniently forgot while
I
was your governor,"
(Ed's note: A recent exchange
Of correspondence between
.Mrs. J. W. Ammons of Cayce
and Mr. F. R. Naylor of DalAar, Texas provides some very
:/lateresting accounts of life in
•ftad around Cayce at the turn
_Of the century.
Mrs. Animals is currently
compiling a history of the Cayce community and of the pioneer
families who lived in that area,
sd 'through correspondence
with Mr. Naylor has been provided the following accounts.
Mr. Naylor, at the age of
81, retains
a remarkable
memory of these events some
70 years later. We think you
Will agree.
The Fulton News and the
Hickman Courier are
much
Indebted to Mrs. Ammons and
to Mr. Joe Trees,
Fulton
POstmaster, for the kind loan
of Mr. Naylor's letters for
publication; also to Mr. Harold
Hampton
of Cayce and his
_mother for the loan of the ac-company ing pictures.)
.• • • •
Dallas, Texas
November, 1970

Four Lose
Driver's
Licenses

State Presidential Primary
Given Endorsement By Ford

The following were patients
In Fulton's; Hospitals the week
of March 24.
HILL VIEW
L. D. Baker, Martni, Ruby
McDaniel', Union City, Glen
Watson, Pat McMinn, Crutchfield; William Pearce, John
Powell Emerson, Wingo; Jeanette Yarzab, Clinton, Norma
Crass, Water Valley, Homey
Brundige Latham,
Shirley
Jones. Hickman,
Marie Thieme, Evelyn Jones,
South Fulton,
Joe
Beard,
Vicki Collins, Peter Horn, Tony
Tucker, Mary Nell Lowe, Virginia Rogers, Guthrie Luther,
Virginia Holly, Fulton.
FULTON
Mrs. Thelma
Wilkerson,
David Carter, Cora Puckett,
Wings);
Mary
V. Andrews,
Hickman; Ralph Bostick, Clinton; Arthur Barber, Virginia
Campbell, Ma Hicks, Almarine
Yates, Water Valley; Sharon
Owens, Willena Ward, South
Fulton;
J. W. Coleman, Virginia Colley, Jeff and Senna Harrison,
Walter McClanahan, J. S. Mullins, Horace Reams, Walton
Smith, Walter Voepel, Bessie
Campbell, Fulton.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to
the following friends:
March 25: Mollie Alexander
David Puckett;
March 26:
Betty Matthews, Dana Puckett,
March 27: Edte Maynard; March
28: Mrs. Leal Hogan, Anna
Mae Jonakin, Charles Walker,
Jr.;
March 29: Ruth Copeland,
Nadine Nanney, Jack Foster;
March 30: Charles Gregory,
Aletha Tegethoff, Gayle Medley; March 31: Gigi Brock.

P-4 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, March 25, 1971

Corn Producers Offered
"Set Aside"Program Plan
There have been numerous planting credit to 50 percent
Inquiries from producers af- of the feed grain base less any
fected by the corn blight in 19/1 corn and grain sorghum
1970 regarding applicability of acreage on the farm.
C. At the end of the rethe prevented planting provision
of the ASCS program. Paul quest period, the COC shall
Fuqua, Chairman of the Ken- determine, after checking with
tucky ASCS Committee said local seed dealers, that N.
the Secretary of Agriculture cytoplasm and acceptable biell4
has determined all counties in corn seed was not avallealiN
Kentucky were seriously afFACULTY RECITAL
fected by the corn blight in
Miss Barbara Joni'i
1970. The prevented planting
credit will be available in 1971. present a faculty recital Men.
Each individual producer will be day, March 29 at the Fine Ada
required to file a written re- Building of the University
quest with his county ASCS Tennessee at Martin. She wIfl
works by SoarliII
Committee. The request will be sing
effective for 1911 when ap- Brahma, Verdi, and othertil
,
Admission to the 8 p.m. conproved by the Committee.
This provision will enable cert is free.
many of our producers who
AT TOURNAMENT
are unable to obtain a sufficient
Johnny
Campbell,
Hoyt
supply of blight resistant corn
Moore,
Bob NanneY, Nike Smith
seed to participate in the feed
and
Mark
Owens,
all
Fulton
grain set aside program, receive payment, and preserve High School students, attended
the
Kentucky
High Scheel
their feed grain base.
Roy Bard, Chairman Fulton basketball tournament in Louisville
last
week.
County ASC Committee, Hickman, Kentucky, states
that
THIN COPPER
farmers will be eligible for
Copper can be rolled into
prevented planting credit for
sheets
less than 1/500th of
1971 by meeting the following
an inch thick.
condition:
A. A request is filed by the
producer on Form ASCS-574
not later than 15 days after
the end of the normal planting
period for corn (date for Ful140 Broadway, South Felten
ton County not yet known). The
producer must note on the
Phone 479-1N'4
form, ASCS-5'74, which seed
dealers he tried to obtain seed —Arenatron Inleid Linoleum
—Vinyl and TN
from.
B. The producer certifies —Downs and McGee Carpeting
that he was unable to obtain
sufficient N-cytoplasm or ac- --UPkdInforing, Medan and
Antique
ceptable blend corn seed to plant
at least 45 percent of the feed —Viking Kitchen Carpeting
grain base. Limit prevented

S. P. NOOSE 111 CO
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On April ist all remaining unsold
copies of the Purchase. Sesquicentennial Edition will be returned to
the Historical Society. Get yours
now if you want one.

Aug

;04

The wonder is people won't use it.

Women who get German Measles
while they are pregnant may have only
a 50-50 chance of having a normal bab
y.
Not very good odds.
During the last major German
Measles epidemic in 1964. more than
30,000 babies died and at least that
many more were crippled for life.
The real tragedy is all this doesn't
have to happen.
Most of the virus is spread by young
children of school age who can be
immunized with a safe, effective vaccine
But the vaccine is useless unless
we use it.
The list of excuses is lztro
Be
sit
time is short. Another big

NF -171
is expected this year in Kentucky.
All children desperately need to
be vaccinated if the epidemic is to
be stopped before it can begin.
Because once it starts, there's
no.stopping it.
' Your help is needed. Now. If you
have young children, see to it that they
are vaccinated against German Measles.
Ask your family doctor. Or the
board of health.
What you do after reading this
could make a lot of difference.
The difference between life and death.
KINTOCK
11101.ti_y
.
...
E Entww1311!,E2HIELFr
MP Sm•mm wpm. • ...ma mom,MOB • PM. MM OP,

"MISSION 5000"
The problem of solid waste
disposal was the topic at a
..Mission 5000" seminar,conducted by the Federal EnvironProtection
mental
Agency
(EPA) and state Division of
Solid Waste, at Lake Cumberland State Park recently. Mission 5000 is an EPA project
aimed at closing 5000 open
dumps in the U. S. by 1972.

ea

150 Years

Parts For All—
Electric Shavers At
ANDREWS
Jrwalry Company

EDITION

MAY BE PURCHASED NOW AT THE OFFICE OF

'tru

11 (1:. 1111 t11 :1\:

209 Commercial Avenue

BOUND COPIES...$210

Fulton

UNBOUND COPIES...$1"

We will mail anywhere in the U.S.
Add $1 extra per copy for postage
and handling.
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Austin J
Ky. died el
Mardi 22.
Mrs. Joe
uncle of 3
Fulton. M
Greenville
side. Serv"
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Walti

SESQUICENTENNIAL

The wonder drug that prevents babies
from being born bind,deaf,mentaly defective
and dead from German Measles.
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Mrs. Susie Harris
Mrs. Susie Bennett Harris,
82, widow of Ed Harris and
resident of 408 Oak Street,
South Fulton, died Friday at
2:40 p.m. at her home, following a long illness.
Born May 24, 1888 in Henry
County, Tennessee, she was
the daughter of Alex and Addline
Howard Bennett. She
was a
member of St. Paul AME
Church.
Survivors
include
three
daughters, Mrs. Georgie Harris, Marion, Ind., Mrs. Bettie
Woods, South Fulton,
Mrs.
Cornlouts Powell, Mayfield,
four sons, Son Harris, Detroit, Otis Harris,
Fulton,
George Edward Harris, Fulton, and Robert Edward Harris, a brother, W. E. Bennett,
Dresden.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Thursday at Mt. Olive Baptist
Church, with Rev. J. L. Polk
officiating. Interment by Vanderford Funeral Home was in
Fairview Cemetery.

R. P. Morris
Richard Prather Morris, 63,
of Lynnville died suddenly Monday, March 22, at his home.
Born in Graves County April
19, 1907, he was the son of
the late Luther A. and Margaret
Dublin Morris. His wife, the
former Lettie Mae Anders, died
in 1936.
Survivors include
a son,
Prather Morris
of Detroit;
a brother, Herbert Morris of
Lynnville; three sisters, Miss
Marie Morris and Mrs. Hattie
Burnett of Lynnville, and Mrs.
Neva! Reed of Pontiac, Michigan.
Services were Wednesday,
March 24 at Jackson Funeral
Chapel with the Rev. Orville
Easley officiating. Interment
was in Burnett's Chapel.

William Bowen

Marshall Scott
Services for Marshall Scott,
62, who died early Thursday
at the Kennedy Veterans Hospital in Memphis were conducted Saturday at 2 p.m.at Chaney
Funeral Chapel.
Rev. Fred Thomas and Rev.
J F. McMinn officiated and
interment was in Beech Grove
Cemetery with nephews serving as pallbearers.
Mr. Scott died as the result
of burns suffered in a gas explosion at Beech Grove United
Methodist Church near Hickman February 28.
He suffered second and third
degree burns over more than
half of his body.
Mr. Scott, an employee of
Brown Shoe Company, in Union
City, Tennessee was a veteran
of World War II.
He was a resident of 512
Catlett Street, Hickman, Ky.
Survivors include two sisters, Mrs. Effie Wright and
Miss Icie (Dink) Scott, both
of Hickman, and two brothers,
Clarence Scott of Doniphan,
Missouri, and Paul Herman
Scott of Union City.

Auction Planneu For May 15Ey
Si. Paul's Trinity Churches Mrs. Campbell
Is Hostess To
Cayce WSCS

The first annual St. Paul'sTrinity Auction will be held
Saturday, May 15 at the Trinity
Episcopal Church vicarage on
Vice Street.
Col. C. W. Burrow will serve
as auctioneer, with George C asparian assisting.
Proceeds of the auction will
be used to reduce the Indebtedness of both churches and for
contributions to the forthcoming
fund drive for the Western Kentucky Ministry Program.
Among the items to be donated
for the auction by members of
St. Paul's and Trinity Churches
will be a variety of services.
The
highest bidders might
"buy" a complete Italian dinner for six at the home of one
of the parishioners, an original
piece of metal sculpture, custom-made neckties, several
hours of fikerior decorating
consultation, and other ser-

Mrs. Aline Williams

vices.
Members of St. Paul's and
Trinity Churches urge everyone to plan now to have a
The Women's Society
good time and contribute to a
of
worthy cause by attending the Christian Service
of Cayce
auction.
Methodist Church met Wednesday, March 17 at the home of
Mrs. Pat Campbell, with 17
members present.
The meeting opened with the
group repeating the Lord's
Prayer. Mrs. Benette Atwill
The University of Tennessee was program leader, assisted
at Martin Department of Soci- by Louise Burns, Jane Jones,
ology and Anthropology will and Christine
Atwill. Mrs
host the First Annual Con- James McMurray and
Mrs.
ference on Rural Social Ser- Ermon Workman reported on
vices to be conducted March the WSCS President's meeting
30, Dr. Stanley B. Williams, In Union City.
chairman of the department,
The women made plans for
has announced. Attending will a spaghetti dinner to be held
be social workers from Lake, April 2 at the church fellowObion, Wealdey, Henry, Cro- ship hall. Serving will begin at
ckett,
Dyer
and
Gibson 6 p.m. The women will sell
Counties.
tickets for the dinner.

Social Workers To
Attend Conference
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— ROUTE THREE
Mrs. Hermon
Parks says
her brother • Jimmie Harwood,
126 Farley Pl. Paducah, Ky. is
having a birthday March31,and
would enjoy cards she is sure.
Mrs. Hermon Parks is glad
to be back home after spending
a week in the hospital from a
fall she received and caused
several severe brusles.
Mrs. Wilma ,Nell. Ellis, a
niece of Mrs. Parks is much
improved after being seriously
hurt in an automobile wreck a
while back. The car she was
driving was hit by a big truck
and completely demolished.
There was an auction sale at
the Coltharp place, at old Felis
Ann Saturday and a large crowd
attended.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Cannon
had their sons and families
visit with them over the weekend.
I was glad to hear they are
cleaning up the old Pleasant

Hill Cemetery. It sure was In
bad shape.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvie Williams
had an auction sale, Saturday at
the farm they sold near Wing°,
with Col. Burrowthe auctioneer
and a large crowd attended.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon
and Mr. and Mrs. Walker Mydeli enjoyed eating dinner near
Kentucky Lake Saturday. It was
Mrs. Mydett's birthdaY.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hopkins
visited Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Williams awhile Saturday evening then drove their son, Ricky
Hopkins down to join his buddies pushing the wheel barrow
to
Memphis. Those yOUng
fellows are to be commended
for the try they are making
for the St. Jude Hospital for
children in Memphis. I hope
they have all the luck in the
world.

Greenfield Monument Works
— In Operation 68 Years —

• Large Display *
' Well Lighted At Night
Open Sunday Afternoons
W. D. Powers
Fulton

Greenfield
Phone 235-2293

Phone 472-1853

J. B. M.ANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

John E. Clark
Services for John E. Clark,
86, a retired federal employe.
were held at 2 p. m. Sunday at
the Cayce Cemetery at Cayce,
Ky. with Curry Funeral Home
of Dyersburg in charge.
Mr. Clark, a brother of Mrs.
Aggie Webb of Fulton, died Friday night in Obion County Hospital in Union City.
Other survivors include a son,
Sheldon Clark of Ridgely; a
daughter, Mrs. Lear Butler of
Paducah, end
a
brother,
Emory Clark of Mayfield.

4

Lester Hopkins,Jr.
Services for Lester Hopkins,
Jr., of Chattanooga, formerly
of South Fulton, who died as
the result of injuries received
in an auto accident near Memphis, were held Tuesday at
1 p.m. at Hopewell AME Church
in
Birmingham,
Alabama.
Poole Southside Branch Funeral Home had charge.
He was the grandson of Bonnie Rogers of South Fulton.

William Turner Bowen 85,
a former resident of Fulton,
died Tuesday, March 16 at his
home in Tehachati, California.
He is survived by one sister,
Mrs. Mary Beatrice Valentine
of Memphis.
Graveside services were
held at 2 p.m. Friday, March
19 at the Beech Grove Cemetery near Lynnville with the
Rev. Charles Jobe officiating.
Burial was in Beech Grove.
Hornbeak Funeral RAO 1JIb
'
'interne of arrangements.
Anna, Illinois, died Thursday,
March 18 at Fulton Hospital.
A retired farmer, he was born
In Wayne County, Illinois.
Survivors include two daughAustin Johnson of Greenville, ters, Mrs. J. P. McClay and
Ky died at 12:50a. in. Monday. Mrs. Jim Lee, both of Fulton,
March 22. He was a brother of 2 grandsons, and two greatMrs. Joe C. Johnston and an grandchildren.
uricie of Mrs. Rnbert Batts, of
The body was transferred
Fulton. Mrs. Johnston was in to Long Funeral Home, Cline,
Illinois,
for funeral services
Greenville attending his bedside. Services were Wednesday and burial.
at Greenville.

1

Ephraim Jones

Austin Johnson

Walter B.Butt

• Chestnut Qlade
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan

Walter R. Butt, retired emGet Well wishes are extended
ployee of the Dept. of Revenue,
Frankfort, and former Fulton to Mr. W. J. Reed who is a paresident, died Saturday morn- tient in the Fulton Hospital.
Mrs. Larry Bewley and
ing at a Frankfort hospital, foldaughter have returned to their
lowing a brief illness.
Services were held in Frank- home in Chicago after a visit
fort
Monday morning, with to her parents Mr. and Mrs.
A. B. Reed.
graveside rites here at
4
Mr. and Mrs.Harvey Vaughan
p.m. at Greenlea Cemetery in
visited
Mrs. Van Braun and
Fulton.
Mr, Butt was a member of Mrs. Opal Pounds in Memphis
the First United Methodist last Thursday and Friday. Tr
with
Mrs.
Church of Fulton, and before a conversation
moving to Frankfort many years Rozelle Milam, she reported
that
Jimmie
Milam
who
recently
ago was associated as a partner
in the wholesale grocery firm suffered a severe heart attack
was improving and has been
of Butt & Hardin here.
Survivors include a son, W. dismissed from the hospital
R. Butt, Jr., of Louisville, Mrs. where he was in intensive care
Sara Amberg of California and for several days.
Mrs. Ela Frields was transMiss Elizabeth Butt of Frankfort, a former teacher in the ferred from the Obion County
Hospital to the home of her
Fulton City School System.
son in Tullahoma, Tennessee,
by ambulance where she will
recuperate after having major
surgery two weeks ago.
Mr. and Mrs.Clay McConnell
Mrs. Hannah Campbell are spending a few days with
her
Tompkins, .98, widow of W.B. father Mr. W. J.
Reed after
Tompkins, who died I in 1957, vacationing in Florida and
MadietTruetictay, March 16 at Haws con, Georgia.
Memorial Nursing Home.
Mrs. Martha Croft visited
Born September 29, 1872 in her son and wife, Mr. and
Mrs.
Weakley County, Tennessee, Leon Nix in Madisonville, Ky.,
she was the daughter of the where they have recently purlyte Mr. and Mrs. PhilipCamp- chased a new home and
where
hell. She was a member of the they expect to live when they
Old Salem Primitive Baptist retire from their positions
in
Church for 80 years.
Louisville later this year.
include twin sons,
Best wishes for a speedy
Elsie anirXeumath Tompldno recovery are extended to Mrs.
of Memphis; three daughters, Gerald Powell who is expected,
Mrs. Marvirt Glisson, Lansing, to have major surgery at the
Mich., Mre. Aches Mritt of Obion County Hospital on TuesLouisville and Mrs. 'Barney day.
Get Well wishes are extended,
tOele)Speigld of Hickman.
do Mrs. Clarence O'Rear whole/
formerly of Fulton.
patient
at the Fulton Hosptial.
Also dtatvIving are 18 grand- SI
Welcome to Mr. and Mrs.
children, including Mrs. 01catus
Dublin who put a very nice
Menke of Fulton, 28 great
mobile horn, on the farm of
glentichildren, Including Mrs.
her father, Clarence O'Rear
Linda Wade of Fulton: two
last week.
great-great grandchildren and
Mrs. Fred Vaughan spent the
a number of nieces and ne- weekend with Mrs.
Ellen Brown
phews. Two sous'preceded her In Martin.
In death
Services were at 2 p. m.
DELEGATES
Thursday, March 18. at the
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gray of
Hornbook Funeral Home Chap- South Fulton will be delegates
el. with Rev. Robert It Deb to the lard biennial conventkin
officladng. Interment was in of the Kentucky Jurisdiction of
OM Salem Cemetery near Mc- Woodmen of the World Life InReciths.
surance Society. It will be held
Grandsons served as pall- March 26-28 at Gabe's Motor
bearers,
Inn, Owensboro.

Mrs.Tompkins

THE CHURCH OF Th0 NAZARENE IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
Christian Nurture

'

An open akar where penitent seekers may find
Saviour and Lord

Christ as

A Place to Serve
Christian Service Training for we/I-rounded ctunribananship
Participation in the helpful ministry of the church through
the Sunday school, missionary society, youth and chMdren's organizations
Representative church policy, giving opportunity for lay

The godly care and counsel of pastors
Worship and evangelistic services that glorify God, convict
the sinner, and strengthen in the Christian faith
Opportunity for Christian believers to be sanctified wholly
Bible-centered Sunday school classes for all ages

leadership
Lay visitation and witnessing
SUNDAY:
— 9:45 A. M. Sunday School
— 10:50 A. M. Morning Worship
— 6:00 P. M. Adult and Junior Choir Practice
— 6:30 P. M., N. Y. P. S.

A Warm Fellowship
The helpfulness of Christian friends
Prayer meetings that strengthen the Christian life
Wholesome social activities for all members of the family
Wider fellowship with other Christians through boys' and
REV. ROBERT B. PORTER
Pastor

(Picture by Gardner's)

girls' camps, youth institutes, and summer camp meetings

— 7:00 P. M. Evangelistic Service
WEDNESDAY:
— 7:00 P. M. Mid-Week Prayer Service
THURSDAY:
— 7:00 P. M. Prayer and Fasting, with visiting

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More PeopleWill Go To Church'.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms
. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.
Liberty Super Market

M & B Gulf Station

South Fulton, Tennessee

Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Reed
4724060

Hic.kman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.

Hornbeak Funeral Home
302 Carr Strom
Fulton, Ky.
472.1412

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.
234-205

Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Store--er at your deer
Fulton, Ky.
4724311

E. W. James and Sons

Fulton Electric System

SUPERMARKETS
Hickman
South Fulton
Union City

Fulton, Kentucky
305 Main Street
472-1362

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

472-1471

Henry I. Siegel Company, Ina.
Fulton and South Fulton
• Good place to work

Compliments of

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

Henry Edwards Trucking CA),
MC61402
Clinton, Ky.
0104771
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Cayce Girl Scouts Have Festive Time On Birthday

JEWEL'S HOME-.--
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(continued from page 1)

NOTEBOOK—
she recalled.
Mrs. Myatt showed Dusty for (Continued From Page Ono)
,
Everyone loves a birthday of the seven girls in Cadette
October
two years. He died in
and Friday, March 12 saw a Troop 128. To attain this rank,
mailing list. I tan't even
your
off
take
me
with
him.
I
died
1967,
"and
very festive one, when the Girl the highest in Girl Scouting
I didn't think I'd ever want to
carry all the mail in that comes from Fulton
Scouts of Cayce neighborhood a Scout must complete at least
ride again," Jewel Myatt said.
and their families gathered at six proficiency badges, one each
County, much less read it."
now
But the Myatt stable
Cayee School to celebrate the in Arts, Home, Citizenship,
show
horses.
includes five
59th birthday of the Girl Scouts Out-of Doors, Health and Safety
Even though Mir. Lackey is not on the
Merry Boy's Go-Go, bought by
of America.
and International Friendship.
board, please don't stop those cards and letRichard Myatt after Dusty's
After a pot luck dinner, Sen- She must also complete four
death, is their star, In 1969,
ior Patr01 Leader, Carol Card- challenges, that of Active Citters going Frankfort way to the right people.
Go-Go and Mrs. Myatt earned
well led everyone in the sing- izenship, Social Dependability,
Shoemaker's Children
one of their highest honors at
ing of "Happy Birthday" to the Emergency Preparedness and
Celebration
in
the
World
Scouts, as the Senior Troop The Girl Scout. Promise. The
You've heard the 'old story about shoeShelbyville, Tennessee. In this
cut the cake, which was served last is considered most imshow, which is to Tennessee
maker's children never having shoes. It's the
by the Cadette Troop.
portant, because it is then that
Walkers what the Kentucky DerNeighborhood
chairman, she explains to a Court of
same thing with the children of newspaper
by is to thoroughbreds, Go-Go
Mrs. Charles Curtin, welcomed Honor what Scouting means to
publishers . . . their children never seem to
and Mrs. Myatt placed seventh
the guests and introduced the her. The Court of Honor then
of 60 competitors in the Am- get all those complimentary remarks that
Cayce
Leaders and special decides if her answers prove
ateur Ladies event.
guests, Mrs. Lucille
Mack, she has learned the true meanmost other deserving Children get.
In all, Mrs. Myatt has won
newly appointed Executive Di- ing of Scouting and if she has,
Today I'm going to depart from that
includtrophies,
not
rector of the Bear Creek Coun- she is
some 40
ready to accept the
cil and Miss Shelia Moss, Field coveted badge of First Class.
ing ribbons. "I think you have
philosophy and give our son R. Paul, a wellto be a bigger sport when you're
Advisor.
Before receiving their First
pat on the back for being a crackerdeserved
in any other
showing than
Miss Sheila Moss, Field Ad- Class badge, Cadette Troop 128
in one of America's largest
newsman,
sport," she said. "When you
jack
visor.
were presented with the badges
know you rode well, and your
The devotional was presented and challenge pins they
had
cities (Louisville) where the competition for
horse has done well, and you
by Senior Scout, Janet Adams, earned this past year. The girls
news gathering is about as cut-throat as a
ride out (of the arena) without
who also led the audience in led by
Patrol
Leader, Jill
to
anything--you Just
have
band of thieves.
the Pledge of Allegiance and Adams, reaffirmed their Girl
say, 'better luck 'next time.'"
in the singing of "America." Scout Promise by reciting it
no
the
Myatts
have
Since
Mrs.
Paul
R. Paul, a newsman with Louisville's
Brownie Leader,
together.
children, Jewell Myatt is able
McMinn presented the first
Then the father of each Scout
one radio station, WKLO (at least
number
to devote time every day to
World was asked to join his daughter First Class Scouts are these Cayce girls, whose proud falhirti presented their daughters' First
year Brownies with
so and the national ratings say the
think
we
late
her avocation. In the
Association pins and the girls in the semi-circle, and Ca- Class badges in a ceremony March 12 at Cayce School. From left are Albert and Cindy Moss,
Myatts can
afternoon, the
showed dolls representing the, dette Leader,'
same thing) has the opportunity to work
Mrs.- Albert Tommie and Lynn Jones, Lae Roy and Janice Harrison, Charles and
Debbie Curlin, Jack and
the
usually be found behind
countries they had studied to Moss, assisted by Mrs.Charles
with some of the greatest news gatherers in
Fulton Plaza Motel, at the barn
earn the Brownie pins.
Curlin and Miss Sheila Moss, Ann Austin, and W. G. ski Jill Adams.
business, for which we are grateful, since
the
where they board their horses.
- Brownie Leader, Mrs. Billy presented a short ceremony.
he comes from a kind of country-like news
The farm is owned by Mr. and
AtwiII, presented the second Miss Moss presented a Bible
Zickefoose.
Mrs. Richard
year Brownies with a patch to remind the girls of their First Class pins, to be worn daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Algathering family himself.'
There the Myatts keep not only
designed and made by the lead- duty to God and Country. Mrs. next year on their Senior uni- bert Moss.
This was a proud moment
their show horses, but also
a Curlin presented a golden ruler forms, a gift from their leader.
ers, for participation in
Here is what a Louisville "poop" sheet
for leader Mrs. Albert Moss,
their broodmares and foals.
service project.
to remind them of their promise
Girls receiving First Class
said
of newsman Westpheling and the good
Troop
because
rarely
does
a
priThey sell the foals both
Junior Leader, Mrs. Adron to help others, and Mrs. Moss were Jill
Adams, daughter
Workman, presented badges presented the Girl Scout Hand- of Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Adams; as a whole receive First Class
vately and at auctions.
guys he is fortunate to be associated with:
and
also because
by book to remind them of their Ann Austin, daughter of Mr. together
A professional beauty operearned during the year
third
ator, Mrs. Myatt works ThursA DISTINCTIVE DIFFERENCE
Troop 73 and the girls took promise to obey the Girl Scout and Mrs. Jack Austin; Beverly daughter Cindy is the
days, Fridays and Saturdays
part in a ceremony, written Laws. Each lighted a candle Cardwell, daughter of Mr. and First Class Scout in the Moss
FulSouth
Miss
annual
The
family,
joining
sisters
Sheila
Beauty
Shop.
at her Jewel's
FACT: Artis Gilmore, Pro Basketball's
by Junior Leader, Mrs. J, A. as she spoke, to represent the Mrs. Larry Cardwell; Debbie
and Ginny. The W. G. Adams ton beauty pageant will be held She belongs to a bowling league
Scout- three parts of the Trefoil.
Jeffries, "What Girl
Top Choice, drafted by the KenCurtin, daughter of Mr. and
at
30
March
family is a close second with Tuesday evening,
which meets Wednesday morning Means To Us," beginning
Each father then had the Mrs. Charles Curtin; Janice
tucky Colonels of the American
the South Fulton gym,withSouth ings. She also likes to sew,
with the story- -Of Girl Scout- opportunity to share his daugh- Harrison, daughter of Mr. and Jill joining sister Janet.
Fulton girls from 13 to 23
makes all her riding habits,
Association . . . the
ing in America. Then ten of ter's pride, as he pinned the Mrs. Lee Roy Harrison; Lynn
and
Basketball
with competing in an evening dress
The evening closed
including four sequined coats
the girls lit candles from a First Class badge on her badge Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Scout revue.
draft announced on March 15.
slides shown of Girl
stating sash. The girls were alsogiven Tommie Jones; and Cindy Moss,
she calls "my Liberace
central candle, each
that
activities this past year.
a Girl Scout law and its meanTrophies and a crown, plus suits."
RUMOR: Gilmore might be in Louisville on
distract
ing as she did so. The girls
a $50 savings bond, will be aBut nothing can
March 16 to negotiate.
from her horses.
then joined hands and closed
warded to the 1971 Miss South her
long
than
their ceremony by singing "Girl
Fulton. She will also represent "I'd rather be outside
FACT: Jackson Kane, WKLO News DiScouts Together."
South Fulton High School in the inside," she said. Until she
interest in
her
Senior Scout Leader, Mrs.
Strawberry Festival in Hum- developed
rector, pinpoints Gilmore' arrival
an
Ermon Workman reported that
horses, Mrs. Myatt was
bolt on May 8.
and itinerary although the Kenher Troop is presently working
avid golfer, but she no longer
Kenneth Crews will serve as
boundless amount of sentiment
Jacob A. Lattus, 82, a
tucky Colonels deny everything.
on the hospital Aid Bar at
plays. "If I can't do anything
master
of
ceremonies
and right, I won't do it at all,"
Obion County General Hospital retired farmer, died at 11.45 and tradition. When he built•
Principals, K.M. Winston and
RUMOR: Gilmore is taking a plane. . . but
and each one must give
50 p.m. Tuesday, March 23 at his new home on his homeshe said. "That's why I gave
Virgil
Yates
of
South
Fulton
the
hours service to earn her bar. farm home on the state line. grotuids, he had the old home.
golf--I didn't have
to New York, not Louisville on
High and South Fulton Elem- up
Born
in
Fulton
County
June
place moved to a place a-top a
Highlight of the evening was
time for it."
entary, respectively, are coMarch 16.
the presentation of the rank 10, 1888, he was the son of the hill near him where he could
dairy
breeds
husband
Her
chairmen of the pageant.
of First Class Scout to each late Joseph Benjamin Lattus look at it and remember the
cattle as well as horses. The
FACT:
Gilmore landed at Louisville's airan ' Margaret Stahr Lattus. His early days of his life.
Directors are Mrs. Pat Tra- Myatts own a 400-acre farm
fatner came to America from
vis, Mrs.--Linda Barclay, and near Clinton where they keep
Although a prayerful man,
port at 11:24 A. M. March 16
Poland, and his mother was and a no-nonsense individual
Mrs. Nancy Wade.
100 head of dairy cattle.
WEATHER REPORT
aboard Delta Flight 262.
Contestants must be at least
originally from Indiana.
Ironically, although Richard
he found complete relaxation
Mrs. Jacob Lattus, the for- and happiness with his family,
13 and the queen must be 16 Myatt was responsible for his
FACT: Only newsman from any media
(From current readings and mer Sarah Elizabeth
Hogg,
by the day of the Strawberry wife's interest in Tennessee
his friends, and the friends of
records of Jim Hale, South died November 30. 1970.
Festival pageant. Those who are Walkers, he has never become
standing at planeside when 7 foot
his
children.
Fulton.)
not 16 may compete as maids. a show rider himself.
Mr. Latta' death was unex2 inch Artis Gilmore got off was 5
Mr. Lanus was one of those
Advance tickets will be $1
pected. A man who loved the
"He's a ground man," Mrs.
foot 8 inch Robert Paul WestphelPrecip. land all of his life he was pre- individuals who will always be
Date High Low
for adults and 50 cents for stu- Myatt laughed. "He just tells
remembered with respect as a
dents. All tickets at the door me what I do wrong."
ing of WKLO News.
MARCH 1971
paring to put out a small po- good and
decent individual, and
will be $1.
0 tato bed on the day of his
75
38
Mr. Lattus
a man worth knowing as a
RUMOR:
No team in Pro Basketball would
snow
.2 rain,
death.
32
50
2
SORORITY OFFICER
friend.
3
32
24
.2 snow
A devout Catholic he believed
be
able to meet Gilmore's price.
Eliza
Cordelia
(Dee)
Fields,
Mr. Lattus is survived by
4
43
18
0 in the sanctity of the home
daughter
of
Mrs. Charles
FACT: Artis Gilmore signed a contract
57
30
0 and that hard work was the seven sons: Hugh Lattus, Joe
5
Fields of South Fulton,
has
Jacob Lattus,
before 11,500 fans at halftime of
6
54
36
trace I r) keynote to a happy and whOle- Lattus, John
been elected vice president of
7
42
30
0 some life. He reared his large and Charles E. Lattus, all of
the Colonels' game March 16 for
Alpha
Delta
Pi
sorority
at
Hickman;
Thomas Lattus of
8
45
27
0 family with gentle devotion
the University of Tennessee at
an estimated 2.7 million dollars.
Woodland Mills; J. C. Lattus
60
28
9
trace and stern discipline not only for
Martin. Miss Fields
is a
of Union City; and Guy Lat10
54
36
sophomore liberal arts major. RUMOR: WKLO's News Department is
..3 rain his children, but for himself. tus of Natrona Heights, Pen11
66
32
0 He &poked upon Work, not as a nsylvania;
two
daughters:
faster and truer than others in
12
73
46
0 chore, but as a dedication and Mrs. S. G. Roof of Paducah
A drug abuse
information
FULL MEAL
Boy Scouts from
Troops
Louisville.
13
72
52
.2 rain an avocation. His children re- and Mrs. Marion Gibson
of seminar will be held Saturday, 42 and 114 visited City Hall
A mature pond leech may
14
76
52
0 ctal that for nearly ail of his Chattanooga; 31 grandchild- March 27 from 9 a.m. to 3 Monday night, March 22 to attake as long as a full year to
FACT: It's true.
15
70
48
.3 rain life he attended early ,morning ren, and 27 great-grandchild- p.m. at the Kevil Mental Health tend the City Commission meet- digest a large meal of
blood.
16
54
37
Center in Mayfield.
0 services at his church, and ren.
ing. Mayor Nelson Tripp and
17
62
27
Sponsored by the Kentucky the Commissioners welcomed
Also
surviving
are one
0 ended each day with family
18
62
40
brother, Charles A. Lattus of Department of Mental Health the Scouts and their
.3 Prayer.
adult
and
the Community
19
Mental companions, Bill Robertson,
51
One
of
his
Hickman,
two
sisters:
Mrs.
38
sons
remarked
trace
20
52
32
0 that all during the years he Katie McNeill and Mrs. W, 0, Health Center of Western Ken- Sr., and the Rev. William G.
21
64
33
First
0 lived in his father's house, no Kaufman of Hickman; and two tucky, this is a regional fol- Adams, pastor of the
Nunn's United Methodist Church.
22
54
38
0 matter how tired, tin even how stepbrothers, G. B. Marigold low-up of Governor
Special
Session
on
Drug
Abuse
23
42
The Scouts were Al Woolf,
30
0 ill his father might be, the and Phillip Mangold of Hickprayer services at home were man. One brother, John H. held at Louisville last Decem- Greg Fossett, Bill Robertson,
ber.
Lattus,
and
a
half-brother,
Shelby
Dallas, Hunter B. Whiteheld without interruption.
The program will include in- sell II, and Mike Hawks. The
During his lEetime he was a Raymond Mangold, preceded
formational presentations on Commission meeting ended a
very large land-owner, Meth Mr. Lattus in death.
Mr. Lattus was a member the drugs and other informa- day in which the Scouts toured
property he and his eons opetion adapted to the needs of City Hall, met Mayor Tripp,
rated Mr. Lattus inherited the of Sacred Heart Church.
this region. Members of coun- and saw the fire station and the
sturdy life of his ancestors, and
A prayer service was held ty drug education
councils are jail. The Scouts are earning
though he was not formally Thursday, March 25 at Barrett urged to attend and
See us for - - any other
educated in business affairs, he Funeral Chapel. Funeral ser- interested persons are invited. their God and Country merit
Your Insurance Needs had a keen sense of knowing vices will be Friday, March 26 Registration must be made badges.
During the meeting, Mayor
that only hard work produced at 10: a. m. at Sacred Heart by March 25. In Fulton, regisTripp advised the Commisthe kind of wealth worth hav- Murals, with Mr. Lathe' nep- trations may be made by calling
sioners that the city should coning.
hew, the Rev. Vincent Kauf- 472-1760. The fee is $2.00.
sider making provisions in its
And where his family and his man, officiating. Burial will be
budget for the coming fiscal
Fulton 472-1341
home were concerned he had a in the city cemetery.
year for several new vehicles.
R
Mayor Tripp said that the
(continued from page 1)
city needs a second garbage
now operated by 22 different truck, since the present truck
railroads will be used under the has been having mechanical difficulties. He also said the city
system, reticle's said.
Meanwhile, Tennessee Sens. should have another fire truck.
At the present time, Mayor
Howard Baker and
William
Brock suggested alterations to Tripp noted, the city dump is
the routes that would include being maintained as an open
all five of the state's metropoli- dump and not as a sanitary
landfill. The city does
not
tan areas.
Baker said in Washington he •have a bulldozer to move enough
would seek an east-west route earth for a landfill operation,
said.
to include Chattanooga, Knox- the Mayor
City Attorney James Warren
ville and the Tri-Cities area of
reminded the Commissioners
Bristol, Kingsport, and Johnson
that
another
meeting was
City as well as Memphis and
scheduled Tuesday night
in
Nashville.
Hickman by the countywideamBrock suggested a north- bulance task
force. Mayor Tripp
south route from Cincinnati invited the Commissioners to
via
Atlanta
through
Chat- meet Tuesday morning with Sam
tanooga. He also proposed a Christian, of the Memphis Disroute from New York through trict Army Corps of Engineers,
the Tr -Cities, Knoxville and to discuss the Harris
Fork
Chattanooga to New Orleans. Creek project.
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South Fulton
Pageant Set
For March 30

Jake Lattus, A Pioneer Citizen,
Dies Suddenly Tuesday Evening

Drug Abuse
Seminar Set
At Mayfield

Boy Scouts
At Meeting
Of Commission

Howtovisit Grandma
without going overthe river
and through the woods.

Complete Roof
Planned Protection

Simple. Dial a Lovin'Phone call direct. It's as inviting
as homemade aple pie.
First dial"!',then the area code,(if different from
your own),then the number.
Dialing long distance direct is faster and easier than
going over the river and through the woods. In fact, it's
even faster and easier than going through the operator.
And the rates are low every night and all weekend long.
So enjoy your visit. What else that costs so little gives
you so much pleasure?

RICE AGENCY
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AVE TIME
AVE GAS
HOP AND GO

© South Central Bell

2000 FEET FREE PARKING

RAIN OR SHINE
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Hubbard Speech At Clinton
Endorses Area Improvements

SUPER SAVINGS
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HOSPITAL AND
SICK ROOM
SUPPLIES
To Sall or Rent
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Denture Adhesive
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cashmere Bouquet
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4-es; Reg.

35c
PROTEIN 21

SHAMPOO
14-oz. Size
R99. 62.49

$1.79
GILLETTE
Super Stainless Blade*
10's
Rog.$1.65

$1.29
EFFERDENT
Tablets
40's
Reg. $1.19

89c
*ft Nadia..

ANS DRUG CO.
17,ak.

SALE!
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First District State Senator Belmont State Park as "the
Carroll Hubbard spoke of need- most neglected state park in
ed improvements for 'Hickman Kentucky."
County and far western Kentucky at Clinton, March 9, at a
meeting of the Hickman County Chamber of Commerce.
Hubbard stressed the need of
four4aning U. S. Highway Si
between Fulton and Wickliffe,
a new vocational school for
Fulton and Hickman ()mattes,
a new swimming pool and golf
course at Columbus-Belmont
State Park and new industrial
growth.
The Mayfield legislator said
that rural roads in far weetern
Kentucky need mbre attention .
and urged that more state
funds be alb:anted to the area's
elementary and secondary
saga*. Hubbard described
some western Kentucky elementary schools as being in
"pitiful condition".
Commenting on U. S. Highway 61, Hubbard noted that the
highway shook' have been
four-lotted several years ago.
He said the highway is "heavily
traveled dangerous and inadeLABORATORY STUDY — Stu Maine (cenquate for modern needs."
Aubliard described Calumbei
. ter) of Deal, N. 3., ls the subject of a study
In the new Human Performance Laboratory
at Murray State University during a laboratory session in exercise physiology. Checking blood pressure, heart rate and respire-

Amoricun
Ruci Cross.

Till`
ID
— .

LILTM. KENTUCKY

people are working voluntarily."
One phase of work can actually be done outside the laboratory by the use of a tiny transistorized radio transmitter fastened to a human subject enrtged in some form of physical.
activity. The transmitter relays heart function information'
back to the physiograph in the
laboratory for study.
Dr. Chad Stewart, chairman of
the department of health, physical education and recreation at
Murray State, said the laboratory has been an "eye-opener"
for the approximately 450 education majors and other students
with an interest in motor behavior.
With the electronic instruments we have and the ones we
plan to obtain, there's not much
in the area of physiological function we cannot measure," he
said.
Baker said the laboratory facility has made several studies
possible at the university. These
include:
—Emotional stress of volley-

lion as Seine, a graduate student, ementises
on a bicycle ergometer are two other physical education majors, Cly Deena Hargis, a
junior from Bucyrus, Ohio, and BIB Mauck,
a senior from Owensville, Ind.

Physical Fitness Evaluated
In New University Laboratory
MURRAY, Ky.—Physical education students at Murray State
University are seeing textbook
theory put to work in an new
Human Performance Laboratory
where all aspects of physical fitness can be evaluated.
Electronic Instruments monitor such-physical yardsticks as
heart rate, blood oressure, respiration and muscle action under a wide range of emotional
and physiological conditions.
Initiated into use last September, the laboratory is described
by Dr. Jack Baker, associate
professor of health, physical education and recreation, as an "exciting and intriguing" develop-

IF IT'S PAINT
-WE'VE OW IT!
PRICED RIGHT TOO!
Porch and Desk
ENAMEL
$3.99 gal.
Latex Semi-Gloss
ENAMEL
$6.99 gal.
Latex 'Nall Paint
$2.99 gal.
We Make Keys

Railroad Salvage
Lake St.

Fulton, KY.

ment in the scientific study of on, "and at almost any time
physical education.
there are students in the lab do"Theory is supplemented by ing work on their own. And
practical application," he said, that's a sign of success—when
"giving students a more graphic
insight into the actual effect of
NFAIVAIWPAIIKAPArdOet
human emotional and physical
NAVE AN ART
stress."
Muscle functions are amplified ill.
PROBLEM •
and recorded on an instrument
!I
called a physiograph which
ACRYLICS, OILS,
41
graphically illustrates the relationship of conditions to several 4 MEDIUMS, CANVAS, III
physiological functions. The inBRUSHES, EASELS
formation recorded reveals ca- II
"Shop in our Complete
pabilities such as balance, agiliArt Department"
ty, endurance and strength.
lk
Baker said the facility, designed as both classroom and
Fulton, Ky. g,
Lake St.
laboratory, serves a three-fold irrairionimairmarawAi
purpose—graduate research, resource laboratory and demonstration teaching for other classes on the campus.
According to Bakereihe multiuse of the 'facility at Murray
State has marked the laboratory
as a model for several schools
planning to widen the scope of
their physical education programs.
"A number of colleges and universities have human performaace laboratories," he explained,
"But many of them have not
you developed the capability for
fill utilization that we have at
Murray State.'
said Murray State's laboratory was designed from the beAlining to serve its one purpose.
has located in an area above the
old gymnasium in the Carr
HPalth Building.
"Often, people in a physical
education program find space
fir a laboratory and move into
a and then try to adapt It to
their purpose," Baker continued.
"But we actually built ours the
Way we wanted with special
diring and everything."

141

Sherwin-Williams

h

UT-Martin is one of ten
Tennessee colleges and universities approved for a federal grTnt under the Nursing
Student Loan Program of the
National Institutes of Health,
Sen. Howard H. Baker said
Monday.
UTM will receive $6,188
under the associate program,
Sen. Baker said.
Funds allocated to the participating colleges and universities total $180,80'7.

Shoe Repair While You Wait
Oualily Workmanship We do ”build-up" work
7:30 - 5:30
Open Tues. thru Sat:
Hobart Shoe Service
204 Main St. Fulton 472-1084
IlimardoorwranorAingdaistmuralow

ball officials,
—Energy costs of variomi
women's activities.
—Physiological effects of alcohol.
—Physical stress of officiating
basketball.
—Energy costs of such sports
as tennis, handball and paddleball.

Textured Polyester
Double Knit
— Prints —Stripes —Solids
—Regularly $4.98 Yard
—THIS WEEK ONLY—

$4.44
WE HAVE A GOOD SELECTION OF

POLYESTER DOUBLE

miffs

IN SHORT LENGTHS,SOLID COLORS

$3.99
IBENi.FRAN KL.I N
400 LAKE STREET
FULTON, KY.
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Mr. I, Mrs. John McCree, Owners

N\h:

DERBY

Sedalia, Kentucky

COL. FEUX DAVIS, Auctioneer

South Fulton, Tenn., Lit No. 305

RESTAURANT

Fulton, Ry.

Phone 479-1848
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CASH & CARRY

Light Panel

Student response to the laboratory has been enthusiastic.
"We have adopted a kind of
open door policy," Baker went.

Special boxes on a local bridge,
the city council stopped providing them. About 100 of the preservers which cost $16 each were
stolen last year.

SASICATOON, Canada
— Irked by the theft and destruction of life preservers from

SPECIALS

tie

Drastic Action

UTM Receives
Nursing Grant

FRIDAY NIGHT
FISH
FRY!

I
9;
2 Artist Supplies
5 to 12 p. m.
2
$1.25 A.
Children
75c
I4
h

Of interest to Homemakers

THUrRSDAY. MARCH 257 101

REG.

SPECIAL

49 $2"
$3She
et

Med.Panel
$3"$289
$379 $299
Dark Panel
$349 $289
Spice Lauan
Adobe Panel $695 $530
$795 $649
Old World Birch
Vermont Birch $65° $589
OTHER PANELS
ON SALE

NAILS AND MOULDINGS
TO MATCH

BUILDER'S SUPPLY,INC.

501 WALNUT

"

Housing, Industry, Jobs In Peril With South Fulton Petition
(This article, which appeared in The Fulton News is reprinted at the request of many South Fulton resictently

by Jo Westpheling
The Obion County Elcction
Commission has revealed that less
than 200 of the 276 names appearing on a petition to abolish the city
manager form of government in
South Fulton were qualified. registered voters.
According to Jack Burdick,
chairman of the Commission, the
new, lower number meets the requirements set by Tennessee law
to call a special election to present
the matter to the voters.
The election has been set for
April 6, five weeks from the date
the petition was presented by
John Reeks, a former city Commissioner, and Marvin Garmon.
Meanwhile a growing number
of persons who signed the petition
are claiming that the intent of the
petition was vastly misrepresented. They have sought to have their
names removed, but law prohibits
them from doing so.
The News was advised that
the only alternative to protest the
alleged misrepresentation is to
‘.ote against the change of government at the polls on April 6.1
It is presumed that if voters
approve the change of government
South Fulton will go back to the
"Weak Mayor-Council" form of
government with a Mayor and six
councilmen.(Weak Mayor-Council
terminology is used in Tennessee
statutes
If successful at the polls the
change of government issue will
bring about an almost chaotic
array of legal entanglements that
will plague the municipality for
many years and greatly damage
the image of a growing and progressive community.
The News made a survey of
what could happen if the voters
change the form of, government.
Hare sbirie'orth0 findings:
—The Industry Development
Board, now negotiating with an industry that places South Fulton
topmost on its list, would be
abolished. Members of the board
are: Stanley Jones, Harold Henderson and Charles Cannon. The
recent brisk flow of industrial
prospects to South Fulton would
cease for an indefinite period
(Industry considers the Mayor-Council form of government inefficient and obsolete. To change
from the modern city manager
form of government back to the
Mayor-Council government would

be suicidal from a standpoint ot
getting new industry.)
—The South Fulton Planning
Commission, composed of Harvey
Vick, Mrs. Kelly Lowe, Elston McGuire, Jim Owens and City Manager Mike Blake would be voted
out of existence.
—The Public Housing Authority, with an application for
150 low-cost housing units, totalling well over $2,000,000.00 would
be placed in jeopardy and the application relegated to a low, low
priority for execution. Members of
this Commission are: Gerald
Stow, George Chambers, C. D.
Jones, Bill Bennett and Harvey
Vick.
—A $400,000.00 sanitary sewage system, now in a high priority
for release would be voided. Ninety per cent of the cost of the system.would be paid for by the Federal government, which would
mean a loss to South Fulton of
$360,000.00.
—The positions of all city employees would be abolished and
their reappointment subject to
political favoritism since no qualifications for their positions are demanded under the "Weak-MayorCouncil" form of government as is
required by the City Manager
form of government.
—All grants for Federal funds
now being applied for or already
committed would be cancelled.
This includes the $40,000.00 for a
new municipal swimming pool,
which is due to be in operation
this Fall. It also means that plans
for procurement of Federal funds,
under the open spaces program for
a modern, and completely equipped city park and recreation area
for children and adults would be
shelved.
—An untold number of taxpayer suits could be .filed Apd
connte? Vilerd °teStleg th0 Validity
of the petition, the validity of the
election, the legality of many actions taken in the period between
the special election to change the
government and the election to
elect new officials, if the petition
vote is successful.
—If the city manager form of
government is overthrown the obligation to hire a trained, experireed and qualified administrator
would be non-existent. Applications for the ever-increasing availabilities of Federal grants would,
of necessity, be farmed out to costly accountants and consulting engineers costing much more than

Open Friday Nile Till 8:P.PI
Let the youthful image go to your head
.. and your feet in show-off shoes by
Tempos. Great with pants, with the
midi ... all swingin' young looks!
A. Big strapper on a hefty heel in
Bone Smooth.
B. Girly ghillie tie in Blue Smooth
uppers, or Black and White crinkle
patent uppers.

move out
with young
looks

the annual salary of'a city manager.
According to Tennessee statute the election is being called
five weeks from the date the petition was filed. (The petition was
filed on March 1.)

Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

The News has been reliably
informed that even before the outcome of the election candidates are
lining up their forces for election
to the seven positions.

The city manager form of government ceases at 12:01 a. m. on
the sixtieth date from the date of
the special election if voters approve the referendum to revert to
the "Weak Mayor-Council" form
of government. This was the existing form of government in South
Fulton prior to the establishment
of the city manager form of government voted upon by the citizens of South Fulton in 1964.

John Reeks, a former City
Commissioner, and an unsuccessful candidate for re-election in two
subsequent races (1968 and 1970)
and the man credited with the circulation of the petition to change
the government, is certain to be a
candidate for either Mayor or
Commissioner.

Within 30 days and not more
than 50 days from the special election, if the voters approve the

Reeks was also defeated in
his race for magistrate.

Poison
Mislaheled;
Man Dies

ONLY

20% Off
On Each

New Prescription

SOMME DRUGS,INC.

MSU Group
Will Host
Conference '
MURRAY, Ky.—Murray State
University's circle of Omicron
Delta Kappa will host the Province V Conference of the national leadership honor society
for men on the campus Friday
and Saturday.
Focused on a theme of "The
New (1m)Morality?," the biennial conference will include
members of eight circles besides
Murray State — University of
Kentucky, Marshall University,
Memphis State University, University of Louisville, Centre College, University of Tennessee,
Southwestern University and the
University of the South.
Speakers will include Dr.
Harry M. Sparks, Murray State
.president, who will welcome.
guests to the meeting at a.
luncheon March 26, and Dr. C.
S. Lowry, retired chairman of
the department of social
sciences, who will deliver a dinner address on that same date
Established in 1970, the Murray State circle of ODK has 14
members. Steve Jackson of Paducah, a graduate student, is
the president, and Dr. James
Kline, chairman of the department of physics and astronomy,
is the faculty advisor.
Tom Mayberry of Murray, a
graduate student at Murray
State and a member of the Murray State circle, is a Province V
Student deputy of ODK.
Circles on each campus are
composed of Juniors, seniors,
graduate students and faculty
members. A national meeting of
ODK Is held biennially.

BONN—A survey to examine
the side effects of the contraceptive pill has begun in West Germany. In the next five years 25,women who take the pill and
a control group of 25,000 who do
not, will be given medical examinations every six months.

Telephone Can Speed
Social Security Service
Clifford Ray, assistant manager of the Paducah Social Security offices told the Resource
Workers Development Committee at luncheon Friday that the
organization is trying to encourage people to use the telephone service rather than making personal visits to the office.
About 90 to 95 per cent of the
enquiries people make can be
handled by telephone, he said.
In outlying areas, if people
don't want to go the the expense
of calling in, they can send a
postcard with their telephone
number listed and the office
will call them.
The office is currently handling about 70 interviews per

Jay, in addition to approximately 190 telephone calls, he said.
Some 125 claims per week are
handled, with about 35 by telephone.
In discussing the numbers of
people receiving Social Security
benefits in the area, Ray said
approximately 10,000 people in
McCracken County are receiving around 6900,000 per month.
In the 11-thunty area, 39,000 or
40,000 Social Security recipients
are being sent $3,250,000 cash
benefits, in addition to Medicare.
Ray said every effort is being
made to improve the facilities
and services of the SS office.
Some services are being expedited by the use of the teletype which is in communication

THURS.- FRI.- SAT. — ONLY!
100— QUALITY STAMPS
with each car wash

50— QUALITY STAMPS
with each oil change

50— QUALITY STAMPS
with each oil filter change

50— QUALITY STAMPS
with each auto lubrication

300 — QUALITY STAMPS
with all FOUR above jobs
REGISTER HERE!
WIN $100 CASH

Blackwell's D-X
315 Broadway and Hiway 45 So,
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
A
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LET'S
KEEP
MOVING
State Representative Ralph Grave,
Your Voice In Frankfort

RE-ELECT
RALPH GRAVES
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
FROM THE
FIRST DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY
Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle, Ballard
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY
MAY 25, 1971
Dedicated To Representing You
Paid Pot. Adv Paid for by Fte4ph Graves., octing as his awn treasurer.
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WASHINGTON
— The
Food and Drug Administration
has called a hearing into the
sales of a deadly poison mistakenly labeled as a meat tenderizer.
And, after the death of a
Maryland man Sunday, the
FDA renewed Friday its public
warning first issued last No(Cash Only)
vember that housewives, res- 4itt)
taurants and bars throw away
any packages of tenderizer la- Cal Q
beled "Space of Life" or
°
"Country Tavern" purchased
after March 1969.
The manufacturer, Mutat
Spice Co. division of HyOrade
Food Products of North Bergen, N.J., mistakenly filled
some containers with the potentially deadly poison nitrite, the
FDA said.
The agency said the renewal
SOUTHERN VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
warning was prompted by the
death of Robert L. Hall of DisPhone 479-2262 Free Perking
trict Heights, Md., who its
USE OUR DRIVE-IN WINDOW
I some of the mislabeled prothr5
containing 100 per cent nitilte.
One purpose of the hearing
will be to determine why the
November recall order broke
down, the FDA said.
"We thought we had accounted for it all," said Sam D.
Fine, the FDA's associate commissioner for compliance.

Five-Year Survey
On 'Pill' Started

Bay Family Shoe Store

change, an election must be held
to elect a mayor and six councilmen.
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$100in cash will be given awayin South Fulton next Saturday. Do you have allthe Tickets You Need?
DRAWING: SAT. MARCH 27
TIME: 2:P. M.SHARP
LOCATION: NEXT TO SEARS
You MUST be PRESENT To WIN
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WIN50 '25 15 '10
Shop These South Fulton Firms For Tickets
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FREE OFFER

Whitby To Coach
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CHAIN LINK FENCE OUTFIT CUT 50%

WEEKEND SPECIALS!

$2.00 s,•.,arm Cardwell
Phone 419-1420
$2.00 and $3.00 Nights•• 419-1169

MEWS SHIRTS

DECORATOR FIAT
LATEX
AU. PAINT

Jirn
martin g
T4A

1111,P
11111
11111.411

MEWS PANTS

BUY ONE
GALLON
GET
SECOND
GALLON

LADIES SLACKS, JEANS $2 and $3

flUE
MIX Oa MATCH COLONI
NO LIMIT ON IWANT111411

Second
Gallon

FREE
DECORATOR FLAT WALL PAINT
COLOR-FAST - WASHABLE - SPOT RESISTANT
I COAT COVERS MANY COLORS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK

S. P. MOORE & COMPANY
144 S. Bromdway

LADIES KNIT TOPS _

$1 and $2

PURSES AND BELTS

$2.00

-- Also - -

-Come "Zing" Into SpringWITH

WRANGLER

C•••leg S•1•1 11••••••nte..•

(Open Friday Nigh1.1111 8:)

"THERMO-JAC" JEANS

CLOTHESLINE
Southern Village
k
Shopping Center

South Fulton
Sally J. Baker, Owner & Mgr.

Washers and Dryers cut from $5 to $30
30%

NYLON PILE CARPET CUT

Free planing and estimating service

SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE
South Fulton

Broadway

HOBBY HOUSE STORE
South Fulton's Variety Store

Hy Klas Paint Sale
Get Ready For Spring Paint Up Sale
Over 1200 Colors To Choose From

Jeans, Shorts, Hot Pants
Blouses and Tops
5.ciAk'sx,
-at

FRIDAY - SATURDAY SPECIALS!

ded to the April award, making it $100.
Names will be called until the
$25, $15 and $10 awards are claimed

Remodeling or Making Any
Home Improvements?

Schoolbags Luminous Wheat Traded Widely
HAMBURG, Germany - GENEVA-Wheat, one of the
School bags in "shock yellow" world's most important foods, is
with luminous corners and locks easily the food most widely tradJimmy Whitby of Union City, are being issued as a safety ed internationally, about a fifth
of the crop being traded.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles measure for children.
Whitby of 411 South Third, has
been named head football coach at
Fulton County High School in
Hickman for the 1971-72 school
year.
David England, whoserved as
head coach this past season, resigned his duties at FCHS, effective last week, to accept a
position with an industry in GeorVALUES TO $7.00
gia.
Mr. Whitby earned honorable
mention on the TSSAA All-State
basketball team
in 1961 while
VALUES TO $5.00
playing for Union City High
School and also played on the grid
scene for the Tornadoes. He has
coached several years in the
Little
League
program and
VALUES TO $6.50
headed up the
Little League
All-Stars two summers ago.
The Union Citlan has been
coaching in the Fulton County
junior high program this year
and has compiled a fine record
for the Wildcats. The football
Wildcats rolled to a 5-2-2 record
under Whitby while thi cage
teams rolled up 14 straight victories before falling in the Fulton
County junior high championship
game.
One of the victories was
against Obion County champion
Woodland Mills.
Fulton County School Superintendent Harold Garrison was
pleased
with the selection of
Whitby. "we're very thankful
he's interested In the high school
position."
Whitby attended
Memphis
Slate University, Lambuth College and is currently working for
his B.S. degree In health, physical education and social studies
at the University of Tennessee
at Martin. He is married to
the former Grace Prather of
11$\
Hickman.

There will be one call for the $50 bilL If
not claimed in two minutes, it will be ad-

10% Off
Visit Our Curtain & Drapery Hardware
Dept. Complete Line For Your Curtain
Needs. RegisterFor $100.00 Jack Pot
Drawing.

-These are high-quality jeans
-You can always buy CHEAPER jeans, but
Thermo-Jac jeans regularly sell for $8 and $9.

$5.Pair
THE DAISY
-Southern Village Shopping CenterRegister Here
South Fulton, Tennessee
Win $100 Cash

-REGISTER HERE;c:7
;7:
*414,1
7;
4
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NEW

SPRIfisSHOES
- Heel, Flats, Sandals
- Large Assortment of
Colors and Styles

$2. To $6.

For Saturday Cash Giveaway!

WIN $50 $25-$15 - $10!

KNIT BONANZA!
$1.00 YARD
54 - 60 INCHES WIDE: ASSORTED KNITS
OF POLYESTER, BONDED, AND ORLON

BONDED ACRYLICS
$1.88 YARD

Special Markdown

10 Classic Styles!
This Suit Can Be Worn
10 Ways: Consists of Reversible
Vest, 2 Pair Slacks!

WEEK ONLY!

POLE
SHELVES
$9.50 Values

$7.00

ON ONE RACK OF

BOYS SUITS

SPECIAL THIS

LADIES PANT DRESSES

Ladies Pant Dresses

$10.99
BOYS
SPORT COATS
-Sizes 8 to 18
-Single Breasted
-Double Breasted

FIRST QUALITY

VALUES TO $3.98 -60 INCHES WIDE

BOYS
SUITS

an

ZIPPERS, THREAD
HALF PRICE
(With Purchase of
Fabrics For Same)

FULTON SEWING CENTER
caw"Your Local SINGER Dealer"
Phone 479-1922

701 Broadway (Martin Highway) South Fulton

1

$10.99

- Assorted Styles. Colors

Sizes 4 - 7

$4.98 Yd.

$5.99

rt

MENS SUITS
Size 37 - 46. Short, Reg. Long
Wool and Silk.
Compare At $85.00

$50.00
65% POLYESTER. 35% RAYOBE
S- R-L

P.N.!HIRSCH & CO.
815 BROADWAY, SOUTH FULTON
Hours: Mon. thru Thur. 8:30 - 6: Fri. - Sat. - 8:30 - 8

REGISTER HERE!
WIN $100 CASH

master charge
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--431fflees Consolidated

Kentucky's Selective Service
..ystem Undergoes Facelifting
be Selective Service System ingston counties.
Kentucky is undergoing reMayfield Local Board Supnization
when complet- port Center—Fulton, Hickman,
...:there will be only four of- CarlLsie, Graves, and Collo-,--711hre in this area where there way counties.
Once were 17.
Hopkinsville Local Boar d
:Each county in this area will Support Center—Lyon, Trigg,
failitinue to have its own draft Caldwell, Christian and Todd
tioiird, but will not have a coun- counties.
office and staff. Instead,
Madisonville Local Boar o
t there will be four "Local Board Support Center — Crittenden,
Support Centers."
Webster and Hopkins counties.
With the reorganization conies
.
Most of the county offices be": a.25 per cent reduction in paid ing
discontinued, according to
according to Col.
piizsonnel,
*
the director, are staffed by Just
litilor L. Davidson, state Selec- one part-time worker. Col. Dayve Service director.
idson said that where possible
Col. Davidson was in Paducah these people will be employed
Wednesday meeting with draft at the center in their area.
boards and executive secretaries
He said the employes are coy/tom the four-county region ered under Civil Service laws,
izinch will be served by the new and where cutbacks are rieces•LOcal Board Support Center in sary it will be done according
to tenure and seniority.
• Paducah.
. According to Col. Davidson, "I deeply regret having to
tell
these girls," said Col. naythe purpose of the meeting, one
t of. a series being conducted in idson.
It was explained that several
each new region in the state, is
problems remain to be worked
. to explain the reorganization.
Col. Davidson was scheduled out with the reorganization. Acto meet with personnel from an- cording to the director, one of
other region in Mayfield later the difficulties will be with new
in the day, and will conclude registrations.
He said personnel from the
the schedule with another reLocal Board Support Center will
; gional meeting in Hopkinsville
have to "ride a circuit" from
today.
county to county.
Col. Davidson said the chem.
Paducah Local Board Sup- es are being made for a numport Center—B al lar d, Mc- her of reasons, but foremost is
Cracken, morshall and Liv- to economize and make the sys-

t

tem more efficient.
He added that plans to convert the nation's armed forces
to an all-volunteer force have a
bearing on the move. In the future, according to Col. Davidson, it may be necessary for the
Selective Service System to convert to stand-by status.

Judge Upholds
Suspension
For Long Hair
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
The right of a high school principal to suspend a student for
wearing long hair has been upheld by U.S. Dist ic t Judge
Rhodes Bratcher.
Bratcher issued the ruling Friday in a case brought by Richard Blanchett, 17, a senior at
Bardstown High School. The
youth, in asking a permanent
court order against enforcement
of the school's dress code, contended his suspension was improper because school officials
did not advise him of his right
to appeal or give him ehearing.
Blanchett's counsel said the
ruling probably would be apPea led.
IT.S. Payroll Doubles
WASHINGTON — The civilian
payroll of the federal government rose from $12.6 billion in
1960 to $26:11.billion in 1970.

$ DISCOUNT
BTU
R 1000

PRE-SEASON
/A l 1

•

• Buy any eligible model
• Get $ .50 off per 1000
BTU's
esti n
ctata
e
f ie
us
NeDce—rtig
.
ghoA
good for an ADDITIONAL
$ .50 discount per 1000
BTU's, paid by direct mail
from the Factory!• TOTAL
SAVINGS—$1.00 per 1000
BTU's — UP TO 1.20 OFFI

WeCIVICficiouse
MAIRE
ft C,0GGN

THIS OFFER GOOD
% Lowest Pre-Season Prices•$1" Discount Mar.24 To Apr.4FROMl only
Per 1000 BTU—Save Up To 52600
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MODEL AC054M70

4ave Cold Cash On This Cool Value!
-Westinghouse Compact 5000 BTU
Room Air Conditioner
• Lightweight—carry it home!
• Plugs in like a lamp!• Installs
in minutes• 2-speed fan

YOUR PRICE
Westinghouse HIGH CAPACITY

Our Pre-Season Price $149.95
Less Discount
5.00

144"

Westinghouse "SOUTHERNER" 18,000 BTU

Nationwide

MODEL

AH084M1m

MODEL A5184M2K
. iiposltion

-s000 BTU
capacity — $8.00 oft!
• 2-speed fan • It-position
thermostat • Adjustable air jet
vanes • Easy installation
.
10 Pre.Season Price
414ra5 Discount

Westinghouse
NATIONWIDE
SURE SERVICE —
protects your new
Air
Con
Westinghouseo r
ri
matter where you
live or move in the
U.S.A. You're
always sure Of
Vast, quality repairs — with free
parts and free
labor for the first
year!

thermostat . 3.
speed fan • Vent control
• Adjustable air-let vanes • Highperformance dehumidification
Our Pre-Season Price $319.95
18.00
Less Discount

$209.95
8.00

;
fOUR

PRICE

$201.95

YOUR PRICE

$301.95

WESTERN AUTO STORE
202 - 204 Lake Street

BETTY VEATCH

Miss Veatch
Is Delegate
To Meeting
CLINTON, Ky.
Betty Veatch, 15-year-old sophomore at Rickman County High
School, has been chosen as one
of six delegates from Kentucky
to attend the National Youthpower Conference to be held in
Chicago April 1-3. She will represent the Jackson Purchase area.
Miss Veatch first was chosen
by her 4-H club to attend an
area Youthpower conference at
Gilbertsville. Later she was NY
lected to attend the state conSerence in Louisville and since
then has been competing for the
national trip.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert L. Veatch of Clinton, she
Is active in the 4-H club and is
vice president of the Area
Junior 4-H Council. At the high
school, she is secretary of the
Future Homemakers of America, a member of the Beta Club,
band and chorus.
She also sings in the choir
and is an organist at the First
United Methodist Church. In her
after school hours she is employed at the Hickman County
Gazette. Her grandparents are
Mr and Mrs. John Veatch and
Mrs. Lutie Wry.

Henry Maddox at his desk in the Kentucky General Assembly

Permit me to put my Past Experience to work
for us in the Kentucky General Assembly as your
Representative from Fulton, Hickman, Ballard
and Carlisle Counties. Democratic Primary May
25, 1971.

Bombing
Target:
Arlington

My friends and constituents have contacted me and asked me to
run again for your Representative. As to my experience. I served you
during three regular and three special call sessions of the Legislature
from 1962 to 1969 and hope you see fit to send me back to Frankfort
to represent you.
As you know,I have always been a strong supporter and have a
sincere Interest in BETTER ROADB;JalATTE.R SCHOOLS BETTER
abHF-AITH and SOCIAL and ECoitd1WCAL PROOTIESS for our

Arlington Is to be a simulated
target of low-level bombing mis- 0"sions to be flown as radar bajimb
ill
scoring exercise by the Strafekic
Air Command.
B-52 and FB-111 bombers
will fly the training missions
and radar bomb scoring equipment near Arlington will use
radio and radar signals to measure the accuracy of the simulated bomb drops.
For several months, SAC B-52
Stratofortresses a n d FB-111'i
will fly at sub-sonic speeds along
the centerline of a 10-mile-wide
corridor at 500 to 2,100 feet
above the ground. No bombs
will be carried on the flights.
The bombers will enter the
route at a point a few miles
northwest of Batesville, Ark.
and proceed northeast and then
north. They will travel to a point
near Farmington, Mo., where
they will turn to a course taking
them near Lilbourn, Mo. The
bombers then will cross the Mis-'
sissippi River north of Hickman.
and pass south of Arlington,
over the simulated bomb target.
The training route then turns'
north-northeast, passing between
Paducah and Murray, and over
Southern Illinois where a second.
target site is I o c ated near
Ridgeway, Ill.

Commonwealth.
We need Vocational Schools for the teaching of vocation subjects
to all age groups. Many people in our counties would like and should
have the opportunity to become skilled in some trade in order to
raise their standard of living.
As to education. I urge and recommend that more state funds be
allotted to the Elementary and Secondary schools. I have always said
and I still say the operation of our schools should be returned to local

HU

control. All federal money has strings tied to it, and had the federal
money been dropped in our minimum foundation program, it would
have solved most of our education problems.
I agree water and air pollution need much attention but the
growth of OBSCENITY and PORNOGRAPHY in our society in the
United States is the number ONE POLLUTION. I think OBSCENE
LITERATURE and DOPE are primary problems among youth in
America today. No wonder we have juvenile deliquimcy. In all my
life I have never seen a drier, dirtier, filthier danger to our youth
than this avalanche of obscenity that is now burying us. Decency is

LA

one of the main pillars of a sound civilization, and an immoral nation

Memorial
Planned
For Young
LOWSVILLE, Ky.
Plans have been initiated to
establish a memorial and riverside park here in honor of civil
rights leader Whitney M. Young
lr.
Young, former executive director of the National Urban
League and a native Kentuckian, died March 11 and was burlast
Lexin ton
ied
in
Wednesday.
would
be
The proposed park
located along the Ohio River in
the western section of Louisville. The plans also call for bids
on a statue of Young for the
park.
Richard V. Bellies, federal
program coordinator for the
city, said Friday the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development will be asked to
approkte a $40,000 grant which
would be matched by the city.
He said HUD officials already
have inspected the proposed
park site and were favorably
Impressed.

4111

invites its own RUIN.
In the weeks between now and May 25th, the date of the Primary Election, I hope to meet as many of you as time permits but

DO:

I realize that I cannot see everyone, and I hope that each of you
will
take this as my personal request for your vote and influence. I
assure
you that it will be deeply appreciated.

CHI.

I invite all of you to investigate my past voting record.
Feeling that I merit your consideration and vote, I submit
myself to you,the voters, as a candidate for the re-election to
the office of STATE REPRESENTATIVE.

DI

HENRY MADDOX

0.•4God
Sill

Candidate For State Representative

FIRST LEGISLATIVE DISTRICT

raid for by Iryiryllokhkis„ Treas.
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You Always Save More
When You Shop At LIBERTY

Son& Fulton
Tenn

CECI L'S

i

The Prices In This Ad Good From Wednesday
/
MO A. M.TI]) 8 PM Tuesday
CWE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES)

r

1
11
.
4
1
1 0
"1
- 14
"
"fl

GODCHAUX
with coupon

SUGAR 10 1B,BA610:9C 53t290 FRYERS
26t
DOG FOOD
FRYERS 33OFRANKS •49t
63
0
MIRACLE
5901 4PORK LOIN
PEACHESNO 1,2890
49
JOWL
CH
UC
Ro
K
As
Tu
F
C
i
s
H
c
.
O
u
T
I
T
C
E
4
7
THISSUE 41490
4
OIL
Hamburger
5
90
STRONGHEART

Whole U.S.
Government Inspected
Country Skillet

ALPO— Chicken Liver

12

DOG FOOD

4- 16-oz. Cans

_ $1.00

4 LEGGED PAN READY

ARMOUR 12 07. PKG.

HUNTS

16 OZ
CAN

SNACK PACK

WHIP
SALAD DRESSING

OSAGE

Center End
Cuts Mixed
1/2 Loin lb.

QT.
JAR

69c

HUNT'S

FRUIT COCKTAIL 4 - 300 Cans $1.00

2

LB

4-4-oz. Cans 69c

COUNTRY CURED HOG

PORK BRAINS

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

Can

lb.

FRESH FROZEN

Lb. 39c

REELFOOT

LB
'.

PORK & BEANS 2- 303 Cans __ _ 25c

SLAB BACON

Lb. 39c

BATHROOM

LB.

SACRAMENTO

WESSON

TOMATO SAUCE 10-8-oz.Cans $1.00

24 OZ.
BOTTLE

FRESH GROUND

REELFOOT RAG

3 LBS.

BOLOGNA

JACK

MACKERAL

VELVEETA

1lb.2 30c $1'
OFFEE2f.
79
SCOPE
ORANGE
59
CATSUP
Immix

MAXWELL HOUSE

C

'16-1
'"11•5

(LIMIT -1)
LIQUID BLEACH

MOUTHWASH

CLOROX

120Z.
BOTTLE

BOLOGNA

PICNICS

OLEO

YELLOW
SOLIDS

KRAFT

°R
MORE

4- 16-oz. Cans _ _ $1.00

REELFOOT
SLICED SLAB

143
8
AN
'''

TIDE

King Size

JUICE
TEXUN

DIAMOND FOIL

Lb. 49c

Each

cllna with BEANS

25c

Can

35c

NECK BONES
FRESH PORK LIVER
FRESH BEEF LIVER

Pet Ritz CREAMY 14 1/2-oz. Pie

QUICK COOK
GREAT NORTHERN

PIES

25c

Pet Ritz Fruit

-13;f4

20-oz. Pie

PIES

-

SCOTT
JUMBO,

BACON

Lb. 55c

980

35c

ROLL

LB.
BONELESS

Lb. 19c
Lb. 39c
Lb. 49c
REELFOOT
Butt
Portion
lb..

LB.
CAN

4 Pinto
ib• 65C

MISS LIBERTY SLICED

ROUND
U.S. CHOICE

HUMP ROAST

Lb. $1.19

BONELESS SIRLOIN TIP

ROAST

HA S
3
i
EGGS
Beans
43 39t bag 4,1 59
TOWELS
37t CABBAGE
DINNERSIxzesd990
YELLOWoNs 3
CORN
5 emia 119 BANANAS
ORz

Sliced

BACON

$1.29

ARMOUR 1S-oz.

SHORTENING

DOZ.

HOUSER VALLEY

39c

460Z.
C AN

12 x 25 FEET

32 OZ.
BOTTLE

MEDIUM

490

LB.

ENDS & PIECES

Half Gallon

650

Lb $1.19
Shank
Portion
lb.

Seald Sweet

ORANGE JUICE 3for $1.
GANT SIZE

ETERGENT
IRE
i
GRAPE JELLY

Each

79c
29c

18-oz.

NEW CROP
GREEN
LB.

VERMONT MAID

CHUN KING

SYRUP

24-oz. Bottle

7k

THIN SKIN

LEMONS

Doz.

MILK MAID

FLOUR

25 Lb.Bag

$1.89

LBS 25

Pride of Illinois
Cream Style Golden
or White

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
Godchaux
10 Lb.
5 Lb. or

SUGAR

Lb.39c

— CHICKEN PARTS —
BREAST
Lb 59c
THIGHS
Lb. 55c
LEGS
Lb. 55c
LEGS - Whole
Lb. 49c
WINGS
Lb. 19c
BACKS & NECKS
Lb. 15c
Fresh
Fresh
LIVER Lb. 89c
GIZZARD
S Lb. 39c
Ammika:aimmainsmommo.
.....4

ELM HILL
FULLY COOKED
6 to 8 LB. AVG.

5 LBS.$
LB 390
90SACON
BACON 3„.790
39 STEAK

Whole or Half Stick

Half Stick __

DETERGENT —(71c OFF)

HUNT'S TOMATO

LARGE

2 1/2-Lb. Stick _ Lb.49c

OLD FASHIONED DAISY

29c

89c

With this Coupon and $5.00 additional purchase. Exc. Tob. and Dairy products.
Limit One Coupon Per Family
0...4,441#44404iNtAlonlir.•

POTATOES

100 Lb. Bag _ _ _ $5.59

GOLDEN
RIPE

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
Blue Bonnet!

OLEO

39c

SEED (Certified)

I - Lb.Pkg.

3For _ _ _ $1.00

No Purchase Necessary
VOID AFTER MARCH 31, 1971

•••••••••••••
•••
•

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
Penn Champ

LEMON -FURNITURE POLISH _ _ 19c
SAVE 40c
VOID AFTER MARCH 31,1271

lb.

I0

POTATOES

U.S. NO 1 RED
WASHED

59c

10 LB.
BAG

•••••••••••••••••11
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WSCS-WSG Will Hear
Methodist Missionary
At District Meetings
<INT* Good News—The Gospel"
oil the theme for Paducah DI,.
!Viet Mission Interpretation meet'IWO- of the Women's Society of
'Cluistian Service and the Wesleyan Service Guild, Memphis
-,cottference, the United Methodist Church, to be Friday.
. The WSCS meeting will be at
_First United Methodist Church,
Mayfield, from 10 a.m, to noon,
with Mrs. Orville Easley, district president, presiding. Registration will begin at 930 and the
nursery will be open.
Mrs. T. E. Fowler, district
guild chairman, will preside over
the V/SG meeting which will conchide at Fountain Ave. Methodist Church at 7:30 p.m. following a covered-dish dinner at
6:30.
Miss Frances S. Fulton, retired professor of the voice department of the College of Music It Ewha University in Seoul,
Korea, will be the principal
speaker for both meetings.
Miss Fulton, who was awarded
an honorary doctorate upon her
retirement for 17 years of service at Ewha University, began
teaching at Evdsa in 1952 while
the university was still taking

472-1651

Now thru Friday
Double Feature!
"BAROUERO"
— AND —

'THE MERCENARY"
Both in Technicilar
Saturday Morning
and Matinee Only!
"TAMAN AND THE
VALLEY OF GOLD"
All Seats 50c
Saturday Nil. Only
Doors Open 6:45 P. M.
Show Starts 7:30 p.in.
All Seats $1.25
4 - Big Motion Pictures
On Same Program
"GUNS OF THE
BLACK WITCH
— No. 2 —

"FIREBALL 500"
— No. 3 —

"DEVIL'S ANGELS"
— No. 4 —

"MASQUE OF THE
RED DEATH"
Stmday thru Tuesday

A movie as
American as Mons
apple Pie,Daddyt
Scotch-on-the
rocks and little
Maxie's hang-ups.

WIN
100,000
MISS FRANCES FULTON
refuge in Pusan. She moved
with the university to Seoul
where she continued to teach
piano and voice. She has staged
many operas at Ewha, starting
with "Aida" in 1955 in celebration of the 69th anniversary of
the founding of Ewha. She has
also served on the boards of
trustees of the Ewha Girls
School. the Methodist Seminary,
and tbe Myung Milt Hostel for
Girls for many years.
Before her work In Korea,
Miss Fulton taught music in
China at Hwanan College in
Foochow from 1935 to 19311, and
again from 1946 to 1950. She
then taught music in Peru from
1940 to 1945.
Miss Fulton, whose home town
is Mechanicsburg, Pa., was graduated from Wilson College,
Chambersburg, Pa., and studied
at the Institute of Far Eastern
Languages at Yale University in
New Haven, Conn. She was a
supervisor of public school music before going to China.
Others scheduled to be on the
program at Ma y fi e Id First'
United Presbyterian Church are
the Rev. J. L. Leggett, pastor
of the host church; Mrs. L. M.T.
Reed, president of the hostess society; Mrs. Samuel Mueller, district chairman of s piritua I
growth; Mr*. 3. L. Leggett, district chairman of missionary sidsScatfen: and Mrs, Lloyd Mathis,
district treasurer.
Luncheon will be served at
noon at the church. Reservations
should be sent to Mrs. J. I.. Leggett, 510 Usher, Mayfield Ky.
42066.
The program for the meeting
of the WSG at Fountain Ave.
United Methodist Church will include the following persons: Mrs.
T. E. Fowler, di strict guild
chairman; the Rev. Gene
Barnes, pastor of Fountain Ave.
Church, and Mrs. Pauline Hudgins, president of the hostess
Visitors are welcome to attend both meetings.

Fulton Guild
Has Exhibit At
Martin Library
FULTON, Ky.
Paintings by 14 members of the
Fulton-South Fulton Art Guild
will be exhibited during the
month of March at the Martin
Public Library by the Martin
Arts Commission.
The members whose works
are on exhibition are: Mesdames Alva Adams, Luci Adams, Jack Allen, Catherine Atkins, Mary B o y d, Alberta
Green, Aline Homra, Yvonne
Hunter, Clarence Reed, Virginia
Stokes and Vivian Williamson,
all of Fulton, and Mrs. Nell
Rose of Water Valley, and Mrs.
L C. Sowell of Clinton.

Jose0h
ewe peSeres
An Awn Embassy Eilm

"The people
next door'
Eli Wallach
-,0e -Errs
Hal Hatkok
Deborah Winter's'

GRAND OPENING

FRI., SAT., SUN.,
MAR.26-27-28
FIRST RUN UNION CITY

Quality Stamps!
Register now for 25,000 Quality Stamps to be given away each week during our Grand
Opening Celebration. Register as often as you like, no purchase necessary.
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we;

Compare Prescription Prices
You'll Never Overpay Again At Super D
311,11=01144
GRAND OPENING SPECIALS
Ray -0- Vac flashlight Size 2D

BATTERIES

Compare
at
30c
L.

Bottle of 25 — Limit /

Compare

ALKAI-SELTZER

7a5ic

Vitamins - 100 with 30 FREE

Compare

at
$7.98

MYADEC
Hair Spray - Limit 1

AQUA-NET

13-oz

Compare
at
79c

aN
33t
4.89
33
$9.98

VAPORIZOR - Hankscrafi Cool Vapor Compare
at
No. 241
$16.98
Photofinishing at a Super Discount Everyday

HUMIDIFIER

Kodacolor roll or cartridge,
12 exposure, (20 exposure,$3.25)

EVERYDAY
SUPER D
PRICE

Movies,25 ft. roll
8 mm or Super 8

EVERYDAY
SUPER D
PRICE

Color Slides,20 exposure
35 mm or 126, mounted

EVERYDAY
SUPER D
PRICE

$1.99
95
95t

Film brought in thieligitlin/31
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY

glum

2.O0 VAL

CARE oft;
LOVING
COLOR
HAIR

3 OZ
GOOD THRU 3/31/71
alr,.,
ti
411LtIMI: ONE PER

:;11,i,ydiagnaling ,

gral/EuifiliSuoakit
COUPON
1.69 VAL.

01_ 12Xoz
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intru

thitt-MimagVfal.417i=
E
-114.4

"

MEV
P0N

65' VAL.

'CREST

r TOOTHPASTE

33
/
4 0)

1 9c

GOOD THRU 3/31/71

4 R41/1411111,4.1g;4111R1=YAN41111111

LOWEST PRESCRIPTION PRICES EVERYDAY

wood-

1306 NAILLING ST.

(Next to E.W.James Supermarket)
UNION CITY. TENN.

Phone:885-6558

&Modal by WbSis.
bawl texm he°Wei sior'Y
Produced by iertert &Wen
Pilled by Deed Green
A Herbert licduro-JP War Rotialco
Ccior by Dela.
am area ormarir mamagAISI

Open:9 am to 9 pm Monday thru Saturday

STOREWIDE SUPER DISCOUNTS EVERYDAY
.•
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4.99 VAL.

12 Exposure roll or cartridge
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By Harold .1. !torrid
When you reach the point where
you can consider yourself reasonably mature, you may also
have the idea that there is nothing new, especially in the advertising game.
I must confess that an advertising gimmick
recently used
by a large corporation is a new
one on me. Oh, I wouldn't be so
foolish as to say positively that
nobody ever sent out razor blades in newspapers before, butat
least I never heard of it.
A large corporation, one of
the tobacco companies, owns another corporation which menufactures razor blades. In a big
advertising campaign, the company in question sent out free
sample razor blades with several million copies of various
newspapers.
You may have seen some of
the free publicity this advertising campaign has received
from the news Services and other
oewspeoers -- none of it good,
either I
There
ere reports of several childreff injured by the free
sample razor etudes in variou.s
cities. One story told of a dog
Pilings Being Sunk In Reelfoot
which died after eating an entire
newspaper containInv one
of the sample blades. This Is MCI
sympathize with the
and we
owner of the dog, of course.
One does feel compelled to say
that a dog which has no more
than to eat a newssense
paper probably would not have
much longer anyway.
lasted
There is a difference in doge
that chew newspapers and those
by HAROLD NORRID
Construction on the new state brush. It is our understanding which eat them!
motel project in the Upper Blue that this brush will be cleaned
At this point, it is not hard to
section
Basin
of Reelfoot out of the lake around the site of imagine that the tobacco cornLake is beginning to move now the bridge and motel.There would pony wishes It had stuck to rollthat the weather has improved. be nothing picturesque about this ing clpretts and left the razor
Building of the "concrete section type of swamp, should the brush blade business alone! This is not
xr pilings',driveway is now under and small trees not be removed! the first advertising campaign
way.
Those who have"sidewalk su- that Jae caused problems for
The motel itself will be out In perintendent" tendenciee can find children by any means. I can
the lake proper, a considerable the site by proceeding from think of at least one other Inadistance from shore. The drive- Tiptonville towards Ricking% dent Involving free samples that
way to the motel leaves the lake- turning right near New Markham got a couple of boys in trouble
bank at a point just across the at the sign advertising Gray's a few years back.
asphalt drive from the state air- Camp.
One of these boys (both are
Drive down this road
port entrance. People will be able to the lake and turn left up the in the
grandfatherly category
to fly in; park their airplane Iskehank.
you can't miss it. now) still lives in Union City.
and then proceed directly to the
There really isn't too much to The other lives in Texas. The
motel.
see at present aside from a lattar's father
was a rural
There Is something fasci- truck-mounted cram and a long- mall carrier during the time
nating about a pile-driver, boom crawler crane, one or the when it was common for various
even though the rig being used on other of which is being used with companies to mail out free samthe project is not the old steam the pile-driving mechanism and pies.
engine-driven type. The pilings a bulldozer snorting around '
shov- Having
been Issued more
are being driven deep into the big dirt here and there.
"Feen-A-Mint" laxative earnlake bottom and support proKeep ta mind that the site tsples than was required to leave
formed concrete sections which somewhat muddy most of theone in each mailbox on his route,
are hauled in from elsewhere. time. In fact, we recommendthe mail carrier took some home
A concrete floating work that you do not go down towIth him. The two boys thought
platform is kept tied by the look
until Construction andthe laxative samples were chewdrive or bridge. This has brought cleanup work Is much furthering gum, which they closely re..
the comment from several people advanced than - it re RI preqen t.sembled, and chewed up storm.
a
that they didn't know anything
o can fill tn all the
It is gertireerhat hard fOr the I am sure you
made of concrete could flcAt—
remainingdetails for yourself!
movisualize
the
what
z
to
writer
hot
o.s(
•
When I iris a kid back in
siktion
Of the lake ielN111 look like when completed
sod Ave ate looking forward to the the thirties, . tile mailing
of
thi driveway or completion date. Presumably various samples was a fairly
bridge is being built Is grown up It will be something that will common advertising practice.
kids were glad to
with small cypresses and other harmonize with the surroundings. Country
run
down
to the mailbox,
hoping to find a sample
at
something like Wrigley's Chewing
Cum in the day's mail.
The free sample in the
mall approach is not much used
nowadays, although on rare occasions someone does roll out
the idea and dust It off for use
again.. ,Tht,last one wa.racalved
wile some kind of hair MI.
Most advertising, otherthan
Olt • telllfilerl, is of tha prided
variety nowadays. About the only
thing I see dropping out of the
folded newspaper is the film developing envelopes frequently
found in the Sunday papers
and I don't have too much use
for them unless it is a good
deal on color developing which I
do not do for myself.
Free samples are notalways
mailed out. At times, an advertising company
will hand
them out at places where people
congregate, and this has possibilities!
Perhaps you may have run
across an advertisement a few
I am a resident of Hickman and have years back which said that, "the
largest percentage of medical
lived in Fulton County all of my life. Know- students interviewed at a certain medical school were smoking of the many fesponsibilities attached to ing"ve*******s." What the advertisement failed to gay was
just prior to querying the
the office of Jailer I feel sure that I am quali- that,
medical students on the brand
were
they
smoking at that minfied to serve you and to give fair and equal ute, the company
involved had
just finished handing out a gentreatment, with no favoritism, to any and all erous
supply of sample ciceroni
on the campus of the Medical
law offenders placed in my custody.
School.
I think that is what
you call "dirty pooll"

By HAROLD I. HORRID
In the mailbox today were two
advertisements for photography
books, a periodical listing records available from the record
club, an advertisement fora subscription to Consumer's Report,
The Daily Messenger ands Popular Photography magazine. No
bills for a change.
The subject I am working
around to is magazine subscriptions and the strange quirks of the
magazine business. The magazine
I
-,,eiveo
today was
the "MAY" issue! The April
issue came last month - In February! This seems kind of silly

to me. Oh, I realize that It lie about everything they tell
takes quite awhile to lay out and you. Often, you never receive Fulton, Ky. Thursday, March 25, 1971 Paie'..7
magazines ordered when
plan an edition of a magazine run- the
Mg in excess of 100 pages. I you buy from this type.
zine's publisher. Here is how It
.
If you are really in the mar- goes, and I find it very funny 5 Postage stamkj
have no quarrel with that, but
why put the May date on it? They ket for magazines, getting on the personally.
Don't
'U.S.'
Say
'
could have waited a couple of mailing list of one of the discount
About three or tour months
WASHINGTON — Three
weeks longer to mall It out and magazine purveyors is the best before your subscriptions runs
put the April date on it and could thing you ..an do. Someone sent out, you begin to receive urgent postage stampe that were ismy name to one of those out- notices to that effect, along with sued In 1920 to mark the 300th
have been right on time.
There seems to be little doubt fits and find that any magazine suggestions that you re-sub- anniversary of the landing of
that nothing you buy is promoted I want can usually be purchased scribe now so as to ensure not the Mayflower were the fIrSt
any harder than magazine sub- from or through them at half the missing any of the forthcoming
that failed to bear the "U.S."
sertp_tions. People come door- normal subscription price or Issues, The first one will be
to-door selling subscriptions less. Not only that, but the outfit at the regular price. You ignore designation. The 1963 stan, p
showing the Flag flying over the
and
this is fine when it is I have in mind is constantly run- that one and watt for the next
big sweepstakes money one. when it comes, you willfind White House and the 1962 Project
kids from your local school who trig
giveaways.
I
haven't
won
yet
the message even more ,urterit Mercury stamp are the only IWO
are raising money for some
but there is still hope aplenty! but it is not likely
worthy purpose at school. It is
that the others that have taken ,this
.
When it comes time to re- price has hewn cqt on
the sec- License.
something less than acceptable subscribe, however, you may
not ond notice.
when it is high-pressure, un- receive a new discount bulleConic, gentle Spring, 'etheprincipled people from out-of- tin at exactly the right time.
In
real mildness, Comet'
state who didn't bother toacquire this case, It is usually possible Spring is sooner recognized
a Permit to sell thatway and often to deal direct with the magaby plants than by men.
-James Thoroien.
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Reelfoot Motel Work
In Speedup Stages

Talazir

win your coupon and 55 puecnaSe

your vote and influence
in my race for

I have declined to serve out the unexpired
term of the late Baker Minton to make this
race for I did not want to use the office during
the interim period for political purposes.
I shalt make every attempt to visit each
of you between now and the date of the election on May 25, 1971 to personally solicit your
vote and Influence.

Josh McClure
Candidate For

Fulton County Jailer

Earthquakes
Are Predicted
In This Area
An earthquake at least as
bad as the one that recently
killed more than 60 persona in
California probably will
hit
the Mid-South within 90 years.
This is the opinion of Dr.
Fred Followill, director of the
Mississippi seismological Laboratory at the University &Mississippi, who spoke Monday eta
Memphis luncheon.
Dr. FollowIll, who
based
his prediction
on statistics,
noted that the three most intense earthquakes in
the'
United States during the past
400 years were not in California
but in the Mississippi
Valley.
These, he said, were
the
quakes in the winter of 111112 which
created
Reelfoot
Lake. If contemporary accounts

SPIECiAL SAVINGS ON ALL DECORATOR ACCESSORIES.

SINGLE BAGGED
LIMIT 4 WITH $5 .00 OR
MORE ADDITIONAL
PURCHASE

• A &P

INSTANT COFFEE

TEL AVIV—About 1,000 Is*
raell experts are working In
the developing notices of Attica, giving agricultural and other
technical assistance.
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SUPER PULLING POWER Popular
At a LawPrice

tiACTION TORQUE"TIRES
ti; Angle braced lugs
.
.„..Pit_iit to resist twist:: in and tearing.
:le Heavy-duty rim
shield of tough
'
rubber for added
protection against
rocks, and stubble.
110 3-T Permacord
nylon body - gives
long wear, long life

.
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NO TRADE-IN REQUIRED
2 For $119.00* FET

2 For $189.00* FET

11.2-24 4-Ply

$3.06

14.9-28 4-Ply

i6.03

12.4-24 4-Ply

3.74

13.9-36 4-Ply

6.21

12.4-38 4-Ply

5.27

13.6-38 4-Ply

6.19

_.
11.2-28 4-Ply

3.41

2 For $149.00*
4.19
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5.03
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12.4-36 4-Ply
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11.2-38 4-Ply

4.38

15.5-38 6-Ply

7.70

AA-fix our pair Deal on sizes not listed. 'All prices plus fax
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. We Offer Trade-In Allowances On
Sound Recappable Trade-Ins

ON THE FARM SERVICE
: Heir's the traveling -store. This
t:;milt Is t•quipped. stocked and
gessed to give the fastest on-the•
farm servit e VOWS, ever had.
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Register Here, Win Free Gifts -Portable
Radio, Electric Mixer, Garden Rose.
Drawing Sat. Noon - March 27, 1971.

Now at your nearby
.
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE
--:',,,„7:•!,1,;•::,:,,,:,:,i,i,i,:,:,:i,i,i:if,itipii::im.wa.:Aimiwiaw,
Fulton
100 W. State Line
472-1000
Open Daily 7:30 a. rn. To 5:30 p. m.
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State 0E0 Initiates Move

War On Poverty Agency Being
SoughtFor Western Kentucky
By CARL MANNING
Sun-Democrat Staff Writer
Efforts are being made by the
state Office of Economic Opportunity to establish an eight-coun.
ty War on Poverty agency in
West Kentucky which would be
tinder the control of the county
governments involved.
Fiscal courts in the eight counties have been asked to support
the move, but Lynn Frazier,
state 0E0 director, said Wednesday he is concerned whether
the proposal will ever become a
reality.
He said the initial request was
made of the courts last month to
endorse such a program and so
far only McCracken County has
indicated a willingness to support such a plan.
The state 0E0 director said
the eight-county agency would
serve poor persons in Marshall,
Graves, Calloway and McCracken Counties, which were under
the Purchase Area Economic
Opportunity Council.
Federal funds to the PAEOC
were cut off last June after several months of internal strife
and failure to comply with 0E0
guidelines.

Also included in the eight-county agency would be Ballard,
Carlisle, Hickman and Fulton
counties, which are now under
the Mississippi River Economic
Opportunity Council
The MREOC, which also has
been plagued with problems, is
currently operating as a limited purpose agency. If the eight.
county agency develops, the
MREOC would be absorbed into
it, Frazier said.
The state 0E0 director said if
he fails to get the necessary
support, it will probably be the
last time an attempt will be
made to establish a War on Poverty program in the area.
He said it will not be necessary to have all the counties involved, but there will have to be
support from the majority of the
counties.
"This is just about the last
chance of setting up a program
to serve the poor people of the

mi•

OP- •••

•
" N.-. •

up," Frazier said. "We have had
all we want of freewheeling
groups."
Frazier said the governing
board would be responsible for
overall policy management,
handling of funds and have the
final decision on the selection of
an executive director.

Under that board would be an
administrative board, compels
able to the board of directors.
Members of the administrative
board would be selected in accordance to 0E0 regulations and
would have the actual responsibility of carrying out the programs and policies of the agency.
Frazier said money committed
to starting an agency to replace
PAEOC would be applied along
with funds earmarked for the
between
difference
major
The
MREOC.
agenand
agency
proposed
the
He said $177,000 was made
and
PAEOC
as
the
cies such
MREOC would be the control the available for the PAEOC in the
county governments would have 1971 fiscal year and for planning purposes it has been reover it.
committed for the upcoming
A governing board would have
1972 fiscal year.
ultimate responsibility for the
agency, Frazier said. That board
In addition, $130,161 was earwould be composed of the coun- marked for the MREOC in
the
ty judges or whoever is desig- 1971 fiscal year and about the
nated by each fiscal court.
same amount can be expected
"There will not be any more to set aside for the agency in
private, non-profit groups set the upcoming fiscal period,
area," Frazier said. "It all
hinges on the willingness of the
fiscal courts to go along'with the
plan."
Frazier said he realizes there
is resentment among various
counties about working together
and there has been some indications that some of the counties
would want to take their share
of the funds and operate separately.

Fulton, Ky. Thursday, March 25, 1971 Page 8
Frazier said.
The eight-county concept Is a
broadening of an idea to set up
an agency to replace the PAEOC
In its four-county area, which includes about 10,000 persOns,

Frazier said.
At one time, it had been hoped
to have a four-county program
In operation by the end of last
year.

sc

HELICOPTER SERVICE
Agricultural & Commercial
Spraying of Alfalfa Weevil - March thru June
Farmers should observe carefully after March
15th and when 25% of the tips or beans are
skeletonized. Alfalfa should be treated immediately. Two (2) treatments may be necessary on
first cutting, regrowth following first cut may
need protection also. By ground use a minimum of 20 gal. of finished spray per acre, 10
gal on stubble or 4 gal. by air. Chemical should
not be applied during bloom.
- We spray at Heights of 1 Foot to 1000 Feet -

Ken Lake Helicopter Service
-Contact Bill English, Pilot(Office) 502-362-4675 -(Home) 502-395-4753
A div. of Jim Smith Contracting Company, Inc.
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Someone
Stole The
Gallows!

flow
kind
the I
love

By MARIE WELLS
MSU Public Information
MURRAY, Ky.,
People have been hanged for
stealing, but a clever thief or
thieves pulled an imaginative
switch at Murray State University this week.
He or they stole the gallows.
Built and located in a prominent place on campus Tuesday
as a publicity aid for the University's theater production of
"The Crucible", the hanging
post had disappeared by the
next morning.
Robert E. Johnson, chairman
of drama department and director of the annual spring show,
said he has no idea of what
happened to the gallows which
was completed equipped with
the menacing-looking noose.
It was being used to draw
attention to the production
scheduled March 25-27 a1 8 p.m.

County 4-H'ers
Capture Awards
Obice Countians captured two
first place awards Saturday as
74 county winners from 20 west
Tennessee counties competed for
district honors at the Ellington
4-H Center in Milan.
Capturing first place in the
Junior Girls division of the public
speaking contest was Dana
Beachum of Dixie.
South Fulton's Paul Phelps
was named winner of the essay
contest with his theme,'
,The
Eyes of the World Are upon us."
Only 4-Wers who are scheduled to attend the 4-H congress to be held in Nashville
on March 28-90 were eligible
Ito compete in the essay contest.
His essay will now compete
with four other district winners
for the state championship.
Capturing blue awards in
public speaking were mike
Halterman of South Fulton, in the
Junior Boys division, and Susan
Martin of Union City, In the SanIn the Senior Girls division.
Michael Milner of South Fulton
took a red award in the Senior
Boll envision.

MEN'S 1970 MODEL

SUMMER & WINTER
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• q.v.,
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HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
BOTANY 500 AND SEWELL
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Goodyear
Farmer Days
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REGULAR VALUES TO '120.00

CLEARANCE PRICED
AT
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Student At UM
Found Dead In Car
A University of Tennessee
at Martin student, identified as
Kerry Neal MewbOttrof Oakland, Tenn., was found dead
in a parked automobile in
Martin last Tuesday morning.
Authorities said he died of
carbon monoxide poisoning.
Judge Robert N. Glasgow
said a garden hose was found
attached to the exhaust and the
other end stuffed through a
side window. A plastic window
scraper was found Jammed
against the accelerator which
made the car's engine idle
higher than normal.

NO
ALTERATIONS
NO
CHARGES
NO
CHARGE CARDS

$36 Million Loan
For Iran Phones
TEHRAN-A World Bank loan
of 838 million will help finance
a telecommunications project In
Iran that will more than double
the number of telephone connections and greatly expand telex
services.
There Is a two-year delay at
present in providing telephone
service, with 10.000 people an •
waiting list in Tehran and over
30,000 in other cities.
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Witchcraft Not New; MSU Play
Is Both Historical, Parable

build until a whole community
becomes aroused, causing good,
upright, and God-fearing men
and women to be put to death
'or being possessed of the devil,
some critics claim Miller was
Making a bold reply to the Communist-hunting "Red Scare" of
the 1950s.

Beatles Appeal
Court rAdina
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Law Eased
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Outer Banks Spared

•

LONDON
NAGS HEAD, N.C.—The Qet
—Three of the
FRANKFORT, Ky.
So MUCH. . .
en Banks were spared fro* a
four Beatles—George Harrison,
Marijuana offenders are getting
John Lennon and Ringo Starr—
continuous eating away by the
for so LITTLE...
By MARIE WELLS
The historically-accurate dra- by an Indian slave, they began
a break under a new guideline
decided Friday to appeal a high
sea in 1939-40 in the nation's /34**********
MURRAY, Ky. — Witchcraft, ma has been produced by nu- to cry out every night and
issued
by
the
Department
of gest sand dune-buildin
court ruling that temporarily
g project.
mysticism, and other dealings merous high school, college, and scream that they were beMental
Health.
replaced American manager
Only 5c per word
About 3,000 workers built duzie,
with the occult are no contem. community g r o irp s since its witched. The executions—led by
A
minimum
90
-day
rehabilitaAppearing in the major roles in Allen Klien with a London acwith snow fences and then'V
(
porary discovery.
original success on Broadway in that of the slave—began, and in
to reach
tion sentence for first offenders
the Murray State production will countant.
bilized them with beach eass
Even the so-called "witchhunts" 1953.
all 19 persons were hanged and.
replaces
the
previous
sentence along many miles of the shore;
6,500 Homes
Klein was ousted after the
be Steve Howard and Andrea
of this century are nothing new, In addition to the court rec- One pressed to death beneath a
Raj] of un to one year In prison.
with
Kemper, both of Murray, as court agreed
line.
according to Arthur Miller, ords which exist from the trials, pile of millstones.
fourth
the
McCartimey
that
Proctor and his wife Elizabeth,
lisARM FOR SALE: Dukeauthor of "The Crucible," the archeologists recently uncovered The archeologists uncovered
grounds
Beetle
"solid
for
had
dom -Lathe m highway; about
spring production of Murray a site near Salem, linked to the cellar walls below the surface of and Christy Lowery of Lemay,
mistrusting Mr. Klein." LenMo., as Abigail.
95 acres. Level, high state of
State University Theatre.
episode.
a held where Parris' home was
non, Starr and Benison Harricultivation; less than $300 acre.
Directed by Robert E. John- ANortheastern University believed to have stood.
Tickets will be available in son want Klein to stay on as
Call (901) 479-1776.
son, chairman of the drama de.: graduate history student and The play develops the basic the lobby of the Waterfield Stuthe manager of their multimilpartment, the play will be pre- an archeologist, assisted by stu- facts and seeks to explain the dent Union Building on the camlion-dollar business affairs, but
Income tax returns prepared;
sented March 25-26-27 at 8 p.m. dent volunteers, say they have motives of them who began the pus beginning March 22 and at
96, years experience. 207 Third,
McCartney wants to break up
each date in the university au- discovered the foundations of the accusations. The girl, Abigail, the door each night. Group rates
4724547. John W. Bostick.
the collaboration and get rid of
ditactual.
home of the Rev. Samuel Par- whom Miller portrays as being can be obtained by contacting the agent.
FURNITURE upholstering;
The witchcraft hysteria preva- ris.
older, sees in the witchhunt a Robert E. Johnson at 7C2-3734,,,,.
free estimates. Laird's Uphollent in Salem, Mass., in 1692 is It was Parris' nine-year-old way to win back her lover, John
stery Shop, US 45-E 8 miles
the basis of Miller's tale. The daughter Betty and an 11-year- Proctor, by causing his wile's
Family Firms Grow
south of Fulton, next to Laird
play is actually a combination old cousin Abigail who instigat- arrest for witchcraft. Proctor In Parks, Wild Areas
Vance Antique Shop. Phone
Flowers In Belgium
historical play and a modern ed the purge of witchcraft in brings Abigail to court to adMost Of Glacier Area
We have top quality lime and
479-1511.
parable about certain parallel the Puritan community. Excited mit the lies, and in this trial
fertilizer; meets
GHENT, Belgium—More than
NOME—More than nine-tenths
all government specifications; high in calcium
WE MAKE DRAPES FREE; issues in contemporary society. by tales of witchcraft told them scene is the climax of the dra- of the glacier area in the
confamily
enterprises
2,000
United
you pay only for the material
and magnesium. We accept all
cerns for the most part—are en.
ma. In a terrifying scene de States — outside Alaska — is in
purchase
used. P. N. Hirsch & Company,
gaged in the cultivation of ornapicting the course of bigotry national perks, wilderness, primorders on lime and fertilizer.
South Fulton, Tenn.
mental flowers and plants in
and deceit, Proctor finds him- itive areas, or in areas under
this area. The work is often spesell accused, imprisoned, and consideration for Inclusion in
46 Acre form with 3 bedroom
cialized, with azaleas and be-,
condemned along with his wife. the National Wilderness Pres°Mon County farmers are
house and outbuildings for
gonias predominating.
In showing how small lies can ervation System.
sate. Two miles northeast of getting the fever you might say
Ralston. Feeding floor holds to get started working in the
fields. The first of last week
400 head of hogs.
we found a farmer in the KenOne of the major sources at
101 Acres behvemi Latham
ton area plowing some sod land
yin the House of
and Dresden. Ideal for cattle,
and two weeks ago we had re- Representatives over the past
good Lind. Gall 587-3760.
ports of one farmer in the Obion few years has been the traditiooal seniority system. This
area plowing in the snow.
IB the system which concentrates most of the legislative
unbelievable
almost
A
lot
of
power- In the hands of those
PICTURE FRAMING
reports have been heard about members whohave served longsituation.
some
corn
the
In
seed
est.
114
respects this will be an inFor example, committee
teresting year to watch all the chairmanshipe are filled autoUnion City, Tennessee
unknown, unheard of before, matically by the senior member
will at the majority party on each
varieties of corn that
CARD OF THANKS
Committee. These chairmen
We want to thank you for the be grown in °Won County. These hate a
great deal of lattitude
varieties will include good
prayers, cards, phone calls, recommended
varieties, open tn determining 'Hutt legislation
flowersi, donations, and other pollinated varieties, F2 Corn, is considered and what prokindnesses shown to us due to Argentinan flint and flint-dent, cedures are followed.
For the past several months
the accident and death of our South Africian varieties, Ohio
I Wee had the privilege of se rvloved one, Marshall Scott.
and Illinois varieties, etc.
lag on a caucus committee to
aarence Scott, Paul
cosok111
study the seniority system and
All corn seed must be labeled
"Hammer" Scott, Efto-makerecommendations. The
Fkkeitt
this year as to how the seed committee
recognised the Imfie wnigbt, and Dink
was produced in 1970. The portance of experience,
but it
Scott, and nieces and seed is labeled either N-Normal
also felt that sonority should not
neptievin
Cytoplasm, T-Texas Type Male be, the only factor to be conSterile Cytoplasm, - B-Blend sidered In selecting the House
of N and T. Try to get seed of leadership.
100% N of a recommended
To deal with his problem the
variety. Second chocie B with study committee made several
Can With Square Tfaas
blend of at least70% of a recommendations designed to
recommended variety. One sure parmit factors other than senOur
recommendation, if the seed iority to be considered in
piece, e,gt-a
has a high percentage of T, filling leadership posts. First
Firiest Spincasting reel made. Two
don't buy that sack of seed of all, it was proposed that the
nombiations of the Cornbush-in drags in one. Smooth star
corn.
REG. 1 •91
mattes on Committees need
drag, no twist spool. Pre-wound
nqt follow seniority. If ten or
with
100
yards
of
15-lb.
Bonnyl.
inure members object to any
Soil Testing—The Scientific Wino
Balanced(
TRUED
inattos„ a vote will be taken.
Means of Determining Fertil- If it is
Men the Cornizer Needs
•
mIttee ea, ommittees must
ndmiaate
another
member for
Wheels
A big problem facing a farm- ttp position.
Tackle twin-Fly
er Is deciding how much fer•
SHOP
Without a doubt, the Combox
3 WAYS TO
on one
tilizer and lime to use for mittee on Committees will conside, ten cornCASH
•
WIIEELS ALIGNEDt crop production. This is where tinue to give a high priority • LAY-AWAY
partments for
lures on
Other.
the University of Tennessee to seniority in making its norni• BANK CREDIT
Soil Testing Laboratory fits notions. However, with the new
REG. 2.49
CARDS
into a fertilization program. provision, which has been
Soil Testing is the scientific adqpted by the caucus, other
State Line
was of taking the guesswork factors will also be considered
Tremendous savings on
way of taking the guesswork In the future.
Mitchell 300.
famous
B. IfuNaa
Pb. 4714741
Another
recommendation
of fertilizer and lime for crop
face spin reel
Open
production. A soil test is used concerned the filling of legtewith extra spool. Feato evaluate the existing fer- b4tly• sub-committee chairther touch drag, full bail,
tility status of a given soil. The manships. Currently, comanti-reverse.
A six -compartment box,
MOBILE HOME SALES
recommendation provided with inittee chairmen often appoint
12 7/8 x 6¼ x 5. Stureach soil sample tested pro- themselves as chairman of
dily
built.
several'
subcommittees. Not
vides the rate of nitrogen, phosBIG K REGULAR
phorus, potassium, and cer- only does this practice overload
• few men, built also fails to
tain minor elements required blue
advantage of many other
REG. 1.97
to be applied
per acre for capable members.
To remedy
specific crop production, as this situation, the
caucus adoptwell as the amount of lime- ed the proposal to limit
LUZ/ WM Cisustft
each
stone required to be applied per member to the chairmanship of
acre to correct soil acidity. only one legislative subcomThese recommendations are the mittee.
result of research conducted on
These changes will not
the different experiment sta- abolish the seniority system as
many people had hopes. HowOpen 7 Days A Week tions located over the state. ever,
they will bring into conSoil testing, therefore, is a
— Bank Rate Flouncing
shbratine
other factors which
means of carrying the soil fertility research to the individual are equally valid. The Mouse
atwill not
fields.
duusp drastically as a result
MOBILE HOME SALES
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER of these modifications, but It
20117 last !testiest Avenue
will change gradually over the,
years in an attempt to improve
Rod/Real Outfits
UNION CITY, TiNNISSIII
March 26 -Gibson County Politself.
led
Hereford
Sale
Phone $114111
Most people would readily
agree that experience (seniority) is a vital criteria]in quailtying a man for positions of
leadership, tad only a few would
go so far as to say hat it Is
the only one. I am proud to
have had the gopartunity to take
part in making these needed
DAIWA
reforms. We put in many long
bat I am sure that the
li
BI be worth the if
Seven-foot, two-piece medium action in black
Closed face balanced deluxe reel, two-piece
finish.
tubular rod.

MIL FARMER!
Call Cayce Lime Company

FOB
Lime- Fertilizer - Anhydrous Ammonia
Seed Corn Custom Spraying.

OBION COUNTY

Ed Jones
Reports

Phone 838-6261 Cayce, Kentucky

CUSTOM

6:43113 Shop

gesec'e°

REELS
ABU Matic

WANTED!

ALrL
e9SC1.17
F14IN
9 UCKET
tz
NOW B
regular
no. bucw.

170

TI.REH

Mitchell 1
300

City Tire Co.
1s1 W.

99

YOUR
CHOICE

77

PLANO
TACKLE BOX

•
Mhirr Plan.

—Better Homes
— Better Prices
Better Service
p gip

DAIWA

Makshirt Plan.

Ir

Garcia
RODS

YOUR CHOICE

DAIWA

DON'T
CLOWN
AROUND

INCOME TAX
BOTH $
FEDERAL
AND
STATE

LI FE

UP

GUARANIES
We guarantee &curet* preparation of•every tax return
that cost you any penalty or
errors
any
If we mote
Interest, we will pay the penalty os interest.

C[(co.
Amoorka's Largest Tex Service with Over 400Q Offices
ACROSS FROM THE FULTON LIBRARY

113 Washinaton .Avenue Fulton, Ky.
*PM Weekdays
Open 9: AM to,
9 AM to 5 PM Saturday
Phone 472-3577

499

Spin & Cast Fishing Kit

with your

April 15 Is closing int
Why worry and stew
when IlloCK will do
your tax ot such a
smell cod! Get your
tea in NOW! See
your rier*est BLOCK
office TODAY,

129

17.97

Ken Bowlin
On Textbook
Committee
Ken G. Bowlin is one of four
members of Dyersburg High
School's English Department
named to the Textbook Adoption Committee to dioxin
grammar and literature texts
for a five year adoption.
cipal Thomas FL Cross made
the committee selection from
the eight member Department
of English.
Mr. Bowne flee been a member of the Dyersburg High
fluidly kr two years. After
graduation as valedictorian at
South Rion Hi* School, be
teilendedefie University at Tennessee*
end then
from die natverefty
of ALatimla. Me mirage are
Mr. and Ste. A. G,
South Fulton.

DAIWA

Spinning Kit
Most popular fresh water reel is sturdy, dependable, functional With matching rod

Garcia Vanguard
Spin or Bait Cast Rod
Garcia Vanguard
Spin Rod
Six-foot, two-piece medium, light action-fast taper in brown.

Southbend Fly Outfit
Set includes 51122 fly reel, great for
value-wise fishermen, and seven foot, two-piece outdoorsman fly rod

Your Choice
VALUES TO 12.99

NOW! LAND
BIG SAVINGS

-OBION SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
REELFOOT AVE.

UNION CITY, TENN.
dEGULAR STORE HOURS: MONDAY thru SATURDAY 9AM TO 9PM
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MAXI-SAVINGS

CENTER CUT

END CUT

PORK CHOPS
lb.

670

FRESH TENDER

PORK CHOPS
lb.

49c

Plus
Quality,
Stamps

LOIN CUT

PORK SHOULDERS

Plus
Quallty
Stamps

Lb. 79c

BREAKFAST CHOPS

TURKEYS

Lb 59c

LEAN IONELESS

LAKE BRAND

PORK CUTLETS

Lb. 39c

**WITH THIS COUPON**

plus
Quality

Stamps

BALLARD

GRADE "A" LARGE

And Addit. $5.00 Purchase Excluding
Milk and
Tobacco Products
LimIt One Coupon Per Family
IT TAKES A $10.00 PURCHASE TO GET
BOTh OF

v
JACK

HEINZ STRAINED

59c

0'SAGE
FREESTONE
21I2SIZECAN

MAYONNAISE QT.

Stamps

And Addit. $5.00 Purchase Excludi
ng Milk and
Tobacco Products.
Limit One Coupon Per Family

ThESE ITEMS LISTED Di AD

79

SALMON
DIXIE LILY

69c
5

GAL.

CARNATION

COCOA
M IX

I oz. PKG

COLA COLA

ANGLER PINK

BISCUITS

LB.

28oz.&%J

KRISP—N— FRESH

POTATO CHIPS

BUTTER

OLEO

CANS

HYDE PARK

BREAD

Lb.

s.

HYDE PARK SALAD

200Z,3

FOR

DRESSING

32Dz.

MR. G. FROZEN

$4

MARY LOU CUT 15 1/2 oz.

GREEN BEANS
"OLD JUDGE

SNOWDRIFT WHIPPED 42 oz.

1

To AToEs
10c
,5

CELLO BAG

x

RADISHES
NICE BELL

de

EACH

I

Your No.4 Quality Stamp
Coupons Are Good This
Week For 300 Free
Quality Stamps

‘e

..

Stokely Sweet Cucumber Chips

PICKLES

CANS

STOKELY GRAPEFRUIT

SHORTENING

LB.

I
16 oz.

0

4
c
YELL° oRN 59
4 41 c
JUICE

INE RIPENED EXTRA FANCY.

PEPPER
...S

ORANGE
JUICE

BA

CLEARFIELD CHEESE

COFFEE

$

Th PURCHASE

KRFT

25 FLOUR
5 59c
29
'
6
3
59
011
OJ
89'FAY
5$
79

SUGAR CREEK CREAMERY

WINTERGARDEN FROZEN

ME

39

HYDE PARK

CRACKERS

59

53c

BAG

MERIT SALTINE

SOFTENER

45

ICE MILK

HYDE PARK

64oz.

12-oz. Pkg.

ESTLAL OR PARK LANE

SWIFT OR TURNERS

CHES

Plus
Quality

DOZEN

Lb.

EASY MONDAY FABRIC

FRANKS

6oz. Pkg ASSORTED

FLAVORSis

**WITH THIS
COIJPON**

QT.

REELFOOT

lb.

HERMITAGE

DRESSING

YOKING HAM whole or half Lb. 99

(WheI.oi Half Stick)

27 LUNCH ME
,BACON 5c. $ EGGS 5c

U.S. GOVERNMENT
INSPECTED
WHOLE

MARBEL STICK

KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP

Lb. 59c

BOLOGNA

Lb.

Plus
Quality
Stamps

REELFOOT FULLY COOKED BONELESS

5109 lb.

REELFOOT SLICED

FRYERS

99C

PI
Quality
Stamps

SWIFT BUTTERBALL BELTSVILLE

LOIN SLICED

Lb. 79c

SIRLOIN STEAK
Ib.

39c Pus

lb.

PORK QUARTER

PORK CHOPS

U.S. CHOICE

A STOKELY SOUR

46 oz.

49V

12 on.

PICKLES

FOR

.5. NO I SWEET FLORIDA

lb.

390

U. S. No. 1 SWEET FLORIDA

ORANGES

5Lb.Bag

6 EARS

U. S. No.1 FANCY

59c

GREEN

DELICIOUS

RUSSET POTATOES

10 Lb.

69c

U.S. No. 1 YELLOW

ONIONS

2 Bunches

25c

THIS AD GOOD THURSDAY 25

PIEII W JAM

SQUASH

Lb. 29c

THRU WEDNESDAY MARCH 31 1971"
mm

APPLES

FANCY LA.

LB.
BAG

3 PINTS1

STRAWBERRIES
---- SPECIAL ---

SONS1

&i)ill/"NMI-SAVINGS"

SUPERMARKET

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

•&r,

CLASSIC - TRANSLUCENT

6th week

CHINA

6th week

49c with
DINNER PLATES Reg. $1.95 um
ourthate

_

_

CLASSIC STAINLESS
4. Grapefruit Spoons with ea. $3.00 purchase

Reg.$3.50 ___ - $129 sw3t.„."41,...

